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The Roy Village Trustees met
in regular session Monday night
and allowed a lot of warrants
for claims.
They also authorized the Floer-sheiMercantile Co. to erect a
tower and water tank and drinking fountain with pumping plant
at their well. This will be the
biggest public utility ever install
ed in Roy. The Water works
problem was also discussed and
plans made for the future.
m

Will King came down from
there with the "Comfort Bags"
they have been making and sup- Raton, Monday to look'after his
plied each soldier with one of farm. He says we slandered
'
him the last trip and denies us
them.
the right to even mention him
It was a brave leave taking this time, Bill is really a good
and whatever of sadness was in Indian at times.
it wa3 heroically concealed.
Miss Etna Floersheim visited
The following are the names of
friend, Miss Ruth Harper.
her
those who left Thursday.
Sunday at Mills.
Ssidel, Frank J.
Maestas, Lino
John Digness'is-- e new subLamb, Geo. Cassidy
He has apscriber to the
Baker, Wm. Edgar
plied for soipe School land ad
Kidd, Webb
joining his homestead in orded
Davenport, Alfred M.
to have more farm land as his
Evans, Roy A.
claim lies in the breaks. He reHerrón, Chas. Lewis
ports Harry Redd is now on the
Slusher, Floyd
High Seas on a battle ship.
Parkes, Homer T.
Impelmans, Godfrey
Miss Tillie Branch is the new
sales-giMitchell,' Robert Herbert
at the Roy Traling Co.
Sansbury, Robert Lynn
store and is popular from the
Beard, Roy
start with the customers.
Arguello, Juan Buento
Hickle-PlanMrs. Dortha,
Trujillo Bernardo
writes from Clarksburg, West
Virginia for her paper to keep
Frank Lusk, who came home coming altho she thinks she may
two weeks ago from Douglass,
never come back here to live,
on a furlough returned Sunday. She wpuld Bell her
farm if the
He helped with the crops on his
price were right.
claim while here as well as visiting the family. Frank has imCol. J. G, Reed called Wednesproved in appearance since he day to order the
and incienlisted that we hardly knew dentally teHs us that his son, John
him. The uniform and soldierly who owes his life to the Operacarriage added to a ruddy
tion at the Plumlee Hospital last
and added weight com- summer, is now at East Jordan,
mend camp life and training.
North Michigan and getting
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and Mrs. John

Holder, at the Plumlee Hospital
last week, a 11 pound girl, This
notice escaped us last week but
a girl like that commands notice.

fine.
His daughter, Miss Etta Reed,
accompanied him east and went
on to Washington, D. C. where
she has secured1 a fine Government position thru her knowledge
of Spanish and German as well
as English and her ability to
write all three in shorthand.
Friends here will all be glad to
hear of her success.

Mrs. H. Wortman and three
children left Monday for Chicago
for an extended visit at her old
home. She has lived on the
claim for several years and now
that it is ready to prove up and Friday night at 11 o'clock, J. H
produced a big wheat crop she is Jenkins, aged 73, who has been
to have a vocation.
in the saloon busines in Springer
for the past thirteen years, comOThe adv. "Farm to rent" last mitted süieide by blewing off the
week has brought in a flood of top of his head with a
inquiries from many places and
' demonstrates that there is a de- revolver.
er

mand for improved farms. If Mr. and Mrs Henry Broder-mayou have a farm with a house
former residents of Springand well we believe we could find er are dead as a result of a crossyou a renter at reasonable share ing accident in which their Ford
rent.
touring car was struck by a
Northwestern railroad passenger
Alfred Davenport returned train near Elgin, 111.
Monday from Missouri and is
Red Cross Donations
ready for the training camp.
Mrs. Jess Davenport came with The Red Cross Auxiliary ' achim from her extended
at knowledges receipt of the following donations
her old home.
n,

fi-o-

i

A. Patricks
Mrs. Harry Burris
Poole's Carnival dropped in on Miss Lillian Griner

Roy last Sunday, saw what a
dandy little town it was and decided to stop for a week. This
company is composed of a lot of
fine looking young couples out
for a lark as well as to make the
money and they haye a good little amusement outfit.
Business has been; slow with
them the opening day s 'owing to
the tush of farm work but Friday
and Saturday nights are bound to
be big doin's for them and the
.

$2.50
.50
1.00
10.00
5.00
1.00
1.00

I. 0. 0;F.
Kebekahs

FredFluhman
R. C. Grunig
Mrs. Ethel Harper
Mrs. R. W. Mitchell
C. A. Peare
Mrs. J. S. Russell,

'

2.00

''

2.00
1.00

Equipment
for three comfort bags
Mrs. Wm. Brashears $1.00 mem-- ,
-

bership
Albert Bacharach

;

Mdse,

The Auxiliary will supply yarn
populace.
expert knitters for the Red
to
The Carnival is located on the
Plaza where Dr. Gibbs big Drug Cross, apply to the president.
Grace W. Gibbs, Pres.
Emporium will one day ornament
Ogden,
V.
Grace
Sec ,
the town of Roy. ':' 'll-- :
.

'
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For Prohibition

Off To The War Municipal Doin's Masonic Lodge
The Sixteen Soldier Boys included in this draft from Roy
were taken in cars provided by
the citizens of Roy, to Wagon
Mound, Thursday morning. Five
cars were taken and they started
at eight o'clock with the populace
out to take leave of them. The
boys were all in good spirits and
go with a unanimous resolve to
uphold the traditions of their
country if they get into the
fight, they have no reverse gear.
The Red Cross Ladies were

AW
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Wheat by P. Post
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A movement has been started
again, this time by Dr. Sales to
institute a Masonic Lodge in Roy
He is going over the premises
from the beginning with the help
of the old Masons who have
started before and finds the outHe has
look more encouraging.
thirty
members and
listed some
many have agreed to become
charter members if he gets it
going.
The field is here and there are
no unsurmountable obstacles to
overcome. What it needed was
a young energetic and enthusiastic mason to drive it along
and Doc. is all of these and more.

"I do not believe the people of
New Mexico need an argument
They
in support of Prohibition.
must know that the saloon has
been the greatest factor for evil
in this state. Much of our crime
is traceable to the saloon. The
decent people of this state will
undoubtedly vote for its elimination.
Richard H. Hanna."
Ü"I amjfor prohibition, because
my experience on the bench has
convinced me that fully 80 per
cent of the crimes committed in
this state are directly traceable
to strong drink. C.

J. Roberts."

í

J. A. Keeter, of Taft, N. M,
drove in in a car from Oklahoma
p
Monday and is visiting Joe
exat the Roy Telephone
change. Mr. Keeter has been
visiting Will Gilstrap and family
at Gould, Oklahoma. He would
locate here if found a place to
suit him,
Gil-stra-

"I

am in

favor of

state-wid- e

believe that
prohibition.
any one
benefit
not
whiskey does
and injures many. The people
of the state, as a whole, will be
I

better off without it than with
it. :
F. W,

Parker."

The judges of the Supreme
Court have spent years in review
Mrs. John Baker, writes us
ing" records of crime within the
from Dawson to send on her pastate and they unanimously .agree
per or send back the money. We
that n large part of the criminal
make it our business to see that
business that comes to their
from now on.
she gets her
dockets is caused by the traffic
in intoxicating liquors.
This issue hasn't half the news
we know and we dont know near SUNDAY SCHOOL CONV.
all, but we had to set out two
The Sunday School Convention
columns to have room for what
held
at Mofax School last Sunday
we did get.
was well attended altho the Roy
School was not able to be there
CoL Reddic Dead
in numbers on account of the disCol. O. C. Redic, aged 80 years
tance.
died Sept. 23rd. at the home of
Apide from the usual picnic
his daughter, Mrs. R. J. Grossthe most interesting part
dinner
man,' of Butler, following an ill- of the program was the temperness uf four months, was thelast
ance lecture' by Rev. Howell fol- surviving commanding officer of
th,e organization ofa
the One Hundred and' Fifth movement, to hold rallies in"" all
Pennsylvania Volunteers, known
CH
OUAVSVl UlOtl
Vil kl
as the famous "Wildcat" regiand enlist every means and vote
ment of the Civil war.
pro
possible for the State-wid- e
hibitory amendment," at the elec
The OddfoIIows Grand Lodge
tion this fall. Notice of which
at Albuquerque elected the fol- appearsin this issue.
lowing officers-Gra- nd
The plan is to enlist every proMaster, L. E. Hayes,
minent man who will speak in
Carlsbad; deputy grand master, the cause of State-wid- e
ProhibiE. O. Hannah, Artesia; grand tion, drive out to all the rural
warden,.
C. A. Doty, Roswell;
Schools and hold
grand treasurer, J. R. Whiteside, every Saturday night.
Albuquerque.
Everything points to the carry
ing of this amendment by a
George Miller was down from large majority if the people who
Dawson Thursday. He has a desire Prohibition will vote for
good job there and is working it. The indications are that New
Mexico will be a dry state after
every day.
Jan. 1,1918.
Hon. Serapio Miera, of Union
County was in Roy Sunday and
There's a Limit
his cousin, Remigio López, drove
"War justifies drastic actions.
him over to the ranch in Union
county in his car. He is out buy Could the United States be ' en
abled the. better to wage war
ing cattle for their ranch.
successfully by ordaining by
Dick Pendleton threshed his statute the price to be paid by
wheat tm the J. Floersheim farm each one of the hundred million
east of town Tuesday. 9 bu per people of this country for everything bought, from a pin to a
acre.
railroad locomotive, it might be
to do so. But price
advisable
Mills
CVE. Munsey and wife of
beyond a cer
carried
fixing,
if
passed through Roy Monday en
only bedevil
can
point,
route to Fort Bliss, where Lieut. tain
everything."
Munsey will rejoin his regiment.
"There is justification for nam
They have been conserving the
ing prices which the united
cropon their farm while here.
States Government shall pay for
J. W. Maib and Tom Scott and war supplies, and. perhaps val
wife drove to the Taylor Orchard so for insisting that our Allies
west of Springer Sunday and receive materials at the same
brought back; what apples they figure."
"Beyond that we cannot safely
could carry in their cars. Hail
J J
damaged the apples in this or- go. The law oi suppry ana dechard and they are not so fine as mand and the law of free trading
must prevail."
usual.
"There are economic laws
control of legislators, no
Mrs. Frank Seidel was called
witmatter how autocratic the pow
to Santa Fe Thursday as a
ness in a Land Case in Court ers eranted them may be. There
there. As the Capital is the are certain financial and indus
home of her childhood she will trial functionings and processes
visit friends for some time as which; cannot be swayed by
statute. To attempt.to override
well.
She accompanied Frahk as far these fundamentals were as futile
as to try1 to sweep water uphill.
as Wagon Mound.
,
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The Floersheim Mercantile Co.
The surprise ofthe season was
sprung on Roy last Saturday shipped 1,500 pounds of wheat
when Fred Meffert, and Miss last week to a customer at Cuba,
Lydia Gambrel drove away in New Mexico. This town is off
Freds big Studebaker car to Ra- the rail road and it was cheaper
ton and were married Saturday a3 well as more convenient to
ship this wheat by Parcels Post
evening.
Of course we all knew that than by any other method. The
Fred was looking for a wife but Postoffice here accepted it as all
the surprise is tnat he made up in a days work but we don't
his mind on the instant when he know how it lojked to the mail
found the right girl.
clerks and Star Route Carrier
They returned Sunday evening when their turn cernes.
and announced the denoument to
his sister, Mrs. Fred Brown, who
The Ladies of the Schools clearhas not yet recovered from the ed $41.65 on their Chicken Pic
shock but is more than pleased Dinner Saturday. They ran out
with the arrangement.
of pies and other food long before
Fred fully realizes that Re has the patronage was satisfiie or
done the most sensible thing he the results would have been nearever did in his life, and that big er $50. It was very good, hownew tractor will plow for wheat ever and the payment it will
on his bride's claim as well as his make on the School Piano will
own this fall.
leave it so that the rest can be
Mrs. Meffert was one of those cared for outside their efforts.
shy, retiring girls who do more This will likely be the last dinner
thinking and are less prominent served for this cause. The dinin the society whirl. She has a ner was excellent and the patron
fine homestead north of town age very liberal.
and those who know her best adSince the ladies of the School
mire her for her good business Board have assumed this obligasense and the qualities which fit tion they have paid $107.25 on
her for a wife and homemaker.
the piano.
Fred is so well known in Roy
Postmaster Wm. G. Johnson
that he needs no eulogy from us
to Albuquerque Monday to
went
joins in the general
The
Homestead Lodge of
represent
felicitations and adds the hope
Roy in the Grand Lodge. I.O.O.F.
thet all their rosiest dreams may
He will make a hit with the gang;
come true.
and pull down a nice fat officers
' At the urgent request of many our guess.
farmers we wrote Senator A. A.
Mrs. Emilia Kitchell left MonJones the Congressman Walton, day for Albuquerque to attend
at Washington regarding the the Rebekah Assembly in session
wheat situation here.
this week in conjunction with the
We have answers from both I. O. O. F. Grand Lodge. It will
assuring us of their sympathy be a very enjoyable event for
and assistance wherever possible her.
Walton sends us a copy of a
letter from Hoover stating that
The frost last week about put
the adjustment "Is absolutely z.n end to the growth of crops on
fair to every section" and guess- this mepa. Many places on high
ing the farmers will come to that land failed to show injury at
conclusion and Patriotically co- first but is showing it now.

-
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operate.'"
Mr. Jones sends a letter from

the Grain Corporation which says
"The western situation is, receiving special attention. There are
a number of problims that have
yet to be worked out. The plan
finally determined upon .will be
fair to every interest affected."
This seems to leave us just
where we were and it seems
there is to be no relief this year.
It is a strenuous test of patriot
ism for our wheat growers and
an assinine blunder which can
never be forgiven or repaired.
'

Mrs. JW Maib picked 18 bu. of
the finest of big green tomatoes
from her garden irrigated from
the well after having used and
canned manv ripe ones.

She sold

the green ones at a dollar a bush
el and found ready sale for them
as well as surprising many
people that they could be grown
,

in such profusion.

J. F. Arnett has moved the
Home Restaurant from the Foster Block to the room adjoining
the Roy Trading Co. store, recent
ly vacated by the Postoffice, and
has fixed it up for.a Lunch Room
and restaurant. It is quite at
tractive and a convenient location especially for the train service. His lease on the Foster
building expired Oct. 1st

There is not so much being
said about the irrigated sections
of this state since it was discovered that if it was not for the
"dry farming" sections
there would be no agricultural
records made in New Mexico.
When it comes to wheat, corn,
Mrs. Cal Jones of Tucumcari.
beans and feed crops the dry has been visiting her sisters,
farming sections are there with M'mes. Fa r,
Dietterich and
bells on.
Haines, and her mother Mrs.
Leach.
The Recital given under the
G. R. Abernathy
direction of Mrs. Ethel Harper,
finished
threshing
his wheat Monday. He
Saturday
Night
net
Mills
last
at
ted $25.00 after paying expenses stored all he could of it and
This was the same program given marketed a few loads rather
in Roy recently when inclement than build more storage.
weather prevented a large attendance with some additions and Christian Endeavor Program
changes. It goes without sayLessson - Christ's Yoke.
ing it was worth the price.
What it is and what it means
Matt.
......
Sunday
Tom Smith came home
Song
69
from Fort Bliss where he has
been stationed in the Medical Song 67
I.
We are all glad to Prayer y Rev. Hearn
corps.
Daily
Reading
see Tom and he certainly makes
Quartett - Miss Grace Worley,
a fine looking soldier.
Miss Clara Martin, Mr. Crow and
S. R, Crouse met with a seri Rev. Hearn
ous accident last week when a Lesson talk - Mr. Ogden
radius-ro- d
on his Ford broke and Reading Miss .Clara Martin
(Open)
the car turned turtle pinning
05
Song
his
has
He
him underneath.
Edith Moore, Le.TÍer
arm in a Bling since.
ed

'
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

A GUARANTEED REMEDY

ENVOY EXPOUNDS

HEART OF THE SUNSET

HANDS OFF FOLIC Y

BUT DAVE

DISCOVERS THE

LAW

REAL PLOT AND ACTS DECISIELY

PLEDGED

this Guzman killing. The federal offIn Romero didn't frame It up."
"No? Who did?"
"Tad Lewis."
Jones starW. "What makes you
think thatr
a
"Listen I Tad was afraid to let
come to trial. Rlcardo's dead and
the other witness Is gone. Now draw
your own conclusions."
Jones w", amazed. "Say, Dave," he
cried, "that means your case has blown
up, eh?"
"Absolutely. Lewis has been selling
wet' stock to the federals, and he
probably arranged with some of them
to murder Ricardo."
Blaze cursed eloquently. "I'd like to
hang It onto Tad ; I'd sure clean house
down his way If I was positive."
"I sent a man over to Romero," Dave
explained further. "lie tells me Ricardo la dead, all tight There's a new
grave in the little cemetery above the
town, but there hasn't been a death In
Romero lately." The speaker watched
his friend closely. "If we had Rlcardo's body on this side It would put
an end to all the lies, and perhaps
force Colonel Blanco to make known
the real facts. It might even mean a
case against Tad Lewis."
"What d'you say we go over there
and get Ricardo?"
Dave smiled. "That's what I've been
leading up to. W1U you take a
chance?"
"Yes.".
"I knew you would. AH we need Is
a pair of Mexicans to do the work,
I liked Ricardo ; I owe him something."
"Suppose we're caught?"
"In that case we'll have to run for
It and I presume Til be discharged
from the Ranger service."
"I ain't very good at runnln' not
Blnze's eyes were
from Mexicans."
bright and hard at the thought. "It's
more'n possible that, If they discover
us, we can start a nice little war
of our own."
That evening Dave mandged to get
e
his Ranger captain- by
telephone, and for some time the two
talked guardedly. When Dave rang
off they had come to a thorough understanding.
icers

Ur-hln-

'
Mrs. Alalre Austin, handsome young mistress of Lns Palmas ranch,
lost la the Texas desert, wanders rnto the camp of David Law, state
ranger, waiting In ambush for a Mexican murderer. She has to remain
there 24 hours, until Law captures his man, kills another and escorts
her home. "Young Ed" Austin, drunkard, berates his wife and makes
Insulting insinuations about the ranger. Law discovers Austin is
leagued with Mexican rebels and horse thieves. Mrs. Austin encounters
(lea. Luis Longorlo, Mexican federal, when she goes to La Feria, her
Mexican ranch, to collect war damages, and he makes odious love to her.
Dave Law kills a cattle thief. Mrs. Austin gives him a horse and discovers he Is secretly In love with her.

CHAPTER

XI

Continued.

11

A new moon was swinging In the
sky as Alalre and Dave rode back
toward Las Palmas. How or when
Alalre Austin came to feel that this
man loved her, she never knew. Certainly she knew tonight, and, strange
to say, the knowledge did not disturb
her. Alalre had been repelled by Luis
Longorlo's evident love for her, but
a sliullar emotion In this man's breast
had quite the opposite effect. She was
eager for friendship, hungry for affection, starved for that worship which
every woman Uves upon. Having a
wholesome
confidence In her own

strength of character, and complete
faith In Law's sense of honor, she was
neither wlarmed nor offended.
Por the first time In years she allowed her Intimate thoughts free expression, and spoke of her hopes, her
Interests and her efforts; under the
spell of the moonlight, she even confided something about those dreams
that kept her company and robbed her
world of Its sordldness. Dave Law
discovered that she lived In a fanciful
land of unrealities, and the glimpse
he gained of It was delightful.
Supper was waiting when they arrived at Las Palmas, and Dolores announced that "Young Ed" hod telephoned from the Lewis ranch that he
would not be home. Yielding to a sudden lupulse, Alalre said to her companion :
"You must dine with me. Dolores
will show you to a room. I will be
ready In half an hour."
The Austin ranchhouse offered a
contrast to the majority of Texas
country homes. Not for many years
had Dave Law been a guest amid such
surroundings, and be began to feel
more and more out of place. With
growing discomfort, he realized that
the mistress of this residence was the
richest woman In all this part of Texas, and that be was little better than
a tramp. Alalre knew how to be a
gracious and winning hostess; of
course ahe did not appear to notice
her guest's embarrassment
She had
rather welcomed the thought that this
man cared for her, and yet, bad she
deliberately planned to dampen his
feeling, she could hardly have succeeded better than by showing him the
wide disparity In their lives and situations. Dave was dismayed; he felt

selfyou

know I care very little what
people say or think."
"I'm sorry I killed the fellow I
shouldn't have done It but one sees
things differently out In the rough and
here In the settled country. I can't
help but feel that bis conduct, under
the circumstances, called for what he
got. lie wasn't a good man, In spite
of what Jose says; Anto confessed to
me that 'iiey were planning all sorts
of deviltry together."
"That is hardly an excuse." Alalre
smiled faintly.
"Oh, I know I" Dave agreed. "Don't
weaken on my account" .
".Vol I'm not thinking of the consequences to you or to me. You are
the kind of man who can protect himself, I'm sure ; your very ability in that
direction frightens me a little on Jose's
account But" she sighed and lifted
her shoulders In a shrug "perhaps
time will decide this question for us."
Dave laughed with some relief. "I
think you've worried yourself enough
over
ma'am," he said; "splitting

it

hairs as to what's right and what's
wrong, when it doesn't matter much,
In either case. Suppose you continue
to think It over at your leisure."
"Perhaps I'd better. And now"
Alalre extended her hand "won't you
and Montrosa come to see me once in
a while? I'm very lonesome."
"We'd love to," Dave declared. He
had it on his Hps to say more, but at
that moment an eager whinny and an
impatient rattle of a bridle bit came
from the driveway, and he smiled.
"There's her acceptance now."
"Oh, no I She merely heard your
voice, the fickle creature."
Alalre watched her guest until he
had disappeared Into the shadows,
then she heard him talking to the
mare. Benito's words at the rodeo occurred to her, and she wondered If
this Ranger might not also have a way
with women.
The house was very still and empty
when she
It
CHAPTER

XII.

The Guzman Incident
Ricardo Guzman did not return
from Romero.
The man had disappeared, It seemed, completely and mysteriously. At first the facts appeared
plain: a citizen of the United States
had been lured across the border and
done to death by Mexican soldiers for
it soon became evident that Ricardo
was dead. The outrage was a casus
belli such as no
people
could Ignore ; so ran the popular verdict The ominous mailed serpent
which lay along the Rio Grande stirred
Itself.
Of course, the people of Texas were

delighted that the

hour
when the
state department manifested its willingness to allow Don Ricardo ample
time In which to cbme to life In preference to putting a further strain upon
International relations, they were both
surprised and enraged. Telegraph
wires began to buzz; the governor of
the state sent a sarcastic message to
the national capital, offering to dispatch a company of Rangers after
Guzman's body, Just to prove that he
was Indeed dead, and that the Mexican authorities were lying when they
professed Ignorance of the fact
This offer not only caught the popular fancy north of the Rio Grande, but
It likewise had an effect on the olher
side of the river, for on the very next
day General Luis Longorlo set out for
Romero to Investigate personally the
rancher's disappearance.
Now, throughout all this public
clamor, truth, as usual, lay hidden at
the bottom of its well, and few even
of Rlcnrdo's closest friends suspected
the reul reason for his murder.
Jonesvllle, of course, could think or
talk of little else than this outrage,
and Blaze Jones, as befitted Its leading citizen, was loudest In his criticism
of the government's policy.. Blaze's
conception of diplomacy was peculiar.
"If Potosí didn't tf.lk straight that
consul oughta bent a gun bar'l over
the old ruffian's beau and telephoned
for a couple hundred battleships. We
Americans are cussed with notions of
brotherly love and universal peace.
Bah
We're bound to have war, Dave,
some day or other."
Dave nodoed his agreement
"Yea.
But everybody has 4he wrong Idea of

struck;

had

--

I'm Sorry

I

Killed the Fellow."

ery poor and ridiculous. Alalre was
no longer t'
woman he had ridden
vltb through the solitudes; her very
rlendlln"s seemed to be a condescension.
lie did not linger long after they had
dined, for he wished to be alone, where
he could reach an understanding with
himself. On the steps he waited Just
a moment for Alalre to mention, if
she chose, that subject which they
had still left open on the night before.
Heading his thought, she said:
"You are expecting me to say something about Panfilo Sanchez."
"Yes."
'I havo thought It over; In fact, I
are been thinking about It all day;
at even yet I don't know what to
leu you. ím Ivt its effect upon my

1

long-delaye- d

accordingly,

-

It had been an easy matter for Jose
Sanchez to secure a leave of absence
from Benito, but Alalre knew nothing
whatever about the matter until Jroe
himself asked permission to see her
on a matter of Importance.
The man had ridden hard most of
the previous night and his excitement
was patent. Even before he spoke,
Alalre realized that Panfllo's fate was
known to him, and she decided swiftly
that there must be no further conceal
ment
"Señora! A terrible thing!" Jose
burst forth. "It Is strange, unbelievable! My head whirls"
Alalre quieted him, saying In Span
Ish, "Calm yourself, Jose, and tell me
everything from the beginning."
"But how can I be calm? Panfilo
Is completely dead. But you know?"
Alalre nodded. "I suspected."
Jose's dark eyes blazed ; he bent forward eagerly. "What did you suspect,
and why? Tell me all."
It was with a peculiar, apprehensive
flutter In her breast that Alalre realized the crisis had come. Heretofore
she had blamed Law, but now, oddly
enough, she found herself interested in
defending him. As calmly as she
could, she related all that had led
up to the tragedy, while Jose listened
with eyes wide and mouth open.
"You see, I had no suspicion of the
truth," she concluded. "It was a terrible thing, and Mr. Law regrets it
deeply. He would have made a report
to the authorities, only he feared It
might embarrass me."
Jose was torn with rage, yet plainly
a prey to Indecision ; he rolled his eyes
and cursed under his breath. "These
Rangers !" he muttered. "That is the
kind of men they are. They murder
honest people."
"This was not a murder," Alalre
cried sharply "Panfilo was aiding a
felon to escape. The courts will not
punish Mr. Law."
"Bah! Who cares for the courts?
This man Is a gringo, and these are
gringo laws. But I am a Mexican,
ind Panfilo was my cousin. We shall
see."
"Don't be rash, Jose," she exclaimed,
warnlngly.
Jose continued to glower. Then,
turning away, be said, without meeting his employer's eyes, "I would like
to draw my money."
"Very well. J am sorry to have you
leave Las Palmas, for I have regarded
you as one of my gente." Jose's face
remained stony. "What do you Intend
to do? Where are you going?"
The fellow shrugged. "Quien sabe I
Perhaps I shall go to my General Longorlo."

Alalre smiled faintly. "You will be
shot" she told him. "Those soldiers
have little to eat and no money at
all."

But Jose's bright eyes remained hostile and his expression baffling. It
was plain to Alalre that her explanation of his cousin's death had carried
not the slightest conviction, and 'she
even began to fear that her part In

the affair had caused him to look upon
her as an aicessory. Nevertheless,
when she paid hlin his wages she gave
him a good horse, which Jose accepted
with thanks but without gratitude. As
Aluire watched him ride away with
never a backward glance, she decided
that she must lose no time In apprl
lng'the Ranger of this new condition
oí ffalrs.
She drove her automobile to Jonesvllle that afternoon, more worried thati
she cared to admit Law was nowhere
in town, and so, In spite of her reluc-tancAlnlre was forced to look fot
him at the Jones home. As she had
never called upon Paloma, and had
made it almost Impossible for the girl
to visit Las Palmas, the meeting of
the two women was somewhat formal
i,
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New York. Proclaiming the MonA Near Calamity.
roe doctrine of the Far East Viscount
Little Mary was being initiated Into
Ishil, head of the Japanese mission to
the United States, warned the nations the wonders of the Pullman car. She
of the world that his country will not and her mother left the city early in
tolerate aggressions against the terri- the evening, each occupying a big cushtory or independence of China. At ioned seut In the car. Mary wished
the same time he pledged Japan not to know at once where they were to
to attempt similar aggressions on her sleep, and after Ave minutes' explanation by her mother she realized that
part.
Speaking at a formal dinner in they were te sleep In a bed, made over
honor of the imperial envoy's visit to their two seats, Which would be comNew. York, the ambassador of Em- pleted by the porter about nine o'clock.
At the next stop a man entered the
peror Yoshishito outlined publicly for
and Mary was forced to give up
car
the first time since he set foot on
American soli the policy ot his gov- her Individual Heat to him. He had
reserved the upper berth, which she
ernment In relation to China.
not know. The giving up of the
"Circumstances for which we were did
was for a time enough food for
In no sense responsible, gave us cer- seat
thought, but she finally burst out with
Visterritory,"
tain rights to Chinese
:
count Ishll said, "but at no time In this question
"Mamma, If we sleep here, and all
the past and at no time In the future,
people sleep where they
do we, or will we, seek to take terri- those other
Is that man going
sitting,
where
are
tory from China, or to despoil China
to sleep?"
of her rights."
"That mun," and the rest In the car
Then, with dramatic earnestness, he
laughed.
The explanation process bepolicy of
expounded the "hands-offgun all over again.
his government.
"Not only will we not seek to assail
the Integrity or the sovereignty of
China but will eventually be prepared
!
With
to defend and maintain the same Integrity and Independence of China
"

the Fingers

Says Corns Lift Out

against any aggressor.
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a Terrible Thin a!" Jott
Burst Forth,

But no one could long remajn stiff oi
constrained with Paloma Jones; th
girl had a directness of manner and
an honest friendly smile that slmplj
would not be denied. Her delight that
Alalre had come to see her pleased and
shamed the elder woman, who hesl
tatlngly confessed the object of hei

visit
"Oh, I thought you were calling ot
me." .Paloma pouted her pretty Hps
"Dave Isn't here. He and father-ha- ve
gone away."
It needed no close observation t
discover the concern In Puloma's eyes;
Alalre told her story quickly. "Mr
Law must be warned right away," she
added, "for the man is capable of any-

thing."
Paloma nodded. "Dave told us how
he had killed Panfilo" She hesl
tated, and then cried, impulsively:
"Mrs. Austin, I'm going to confest
something Pve got to tell somebodi
or I'll burst I was walking the flooi
when you came. Well, dad and Dav
have completely lost their wits. Thej
have gone across the river to get Ricardo Guzman's body."
"What!" Alalre stared at the girl
uncomprehendlngly.
"My dear girl
aren't you dreaming?"
"I thought I must be when I heard
about it Dad wouldn't have told nit
at all, only he thought I ought to know
In case anything happens to him."
breath failed her momentarily.
"They left an hour ago In my machina
with two Mexicans to help them. Thej
Intend to cross at your pumping plant
as soon as It gets dark, and be back
by midnight that Is, If they ever get
back."
Paloma's face was pale, her eye
were strained and tragic. She madi
a hopeless gesture, and Alalre wondered momentarily whether the gtrl'i
anxiety was keenest for the safety of
her father or the other?
"Can't we prevent them from going?" she Inquired.
"What can we do? They'll go, anyhow, regardless of what we say."
"Well, we could be there you and

s

$2.753

Without Any Pain

TON.

Retailers May Add Not More than 30
Per Cent to Loss Margin of 1915.
Washington. Fuel Administrator
Garfield announced regulations effective for the limitation of the retail
prices of bituminous and anthracite
coal throughout the country.
The new prices for
coal in some districts follow:
Pierce and King counties, Washington, 13.25; Lafayette, Ray, Clay, Platte
and- Lynn counties, Missouri, $3.15;
Appanoose, Wayne, Boone and Webster counties, Iowa, $3.15.
Bituminous domestic coal In
Cañón City, Routt Garfield,
Durango,
Gunnison,
Mesa, Pitkin,
Montezume, Delta, Montrose and Rio
Blanca districts, Colorado, $3.
Bituminous steam coal In Trinidad
district, Colorado, $2.73.
Lignite coal in the northern field
and El Paso districts, Colorado, $2.45.
Osage county, Kansas, $2.55; state
-

of Wyoming, $2.50.
In the decree on retail prices the retail dealer will be allowed to sell coal
to a consumer at a price representing

an advance ot not more than 30 per
cent over the retail gross margin ot
1915. In no case, however,
is the
gross margin from now on to exceed
the gross margin of July, 1917.
Colorado Soldiers at Camp Kearney.
San Diego, Cal. The advance guard
of Colorado guardsmen to be trained
at Camp Kearney, near this city, arrived here, the detachment, consisting of about 200 men, coming on special trains. The men belong to two
companies of the First Colorado infantry and a signal corps company.

Sore corns, hard corns, soft corns or
my kind of a corn can shortly be
lifted right out with the fingers if you
will apply on the corn a few drops of
freezone, says a Cincinnati authority.
At little cost one can get a small bot
tle of freezone at any drug store, which
will positively rid one's feet of every
corn or callus without pain or soreness or the danger of infection.
This new drug Is an ether compound,
and dries the moment It Is applied and
does not Inflame or even Irritate the
surrounding skin. Just think You
can lift off your corns and calluses
now without a bit of pain or soreness.
If your druggist hasn't freezone he can
easily get a small bottle for you from
his wholesale drug house. adv. 1

Rat Deadly Disease Carrier.
The Spanish war developed the fact
that the mosquito was the carrier of
yellow fever, writes E. W. Nelson in
the National Geographic Magazine.
Another type of mosquito is known
to be the carrier of malaria. The European war has brought to almost universal public knowledge the fact that
body lice are carriers of the deadly
typhus and many diseases are known
to be carried by other Insects.
Among these deadly carriers of
death and destruction none equals the
house rat In Its tremendous drain on
the prosperity of nations by its destruction of food and bther property,
while at the slime time It is the deadliest of all to mankind as a disease
carrier. Within historic times It has
caused the death of untold millions
of human beings through its dissemination of the bubonic plugue.

Red Cross Bag Blue,
DEAD IN LONDON RAID. farther than liquid blue.much better, goes
Get from any
grocer. Adv.
Italy Captures Vital Position in Isonzo
Drive and Germans Lose Heavily
In Verdun Sector.
"How could you urge your husband
go to the war? Won't It be hard on
to
London, Oct. 1. Eleven persons
were killed and eighty-twInjured in you as a wife?"
"Maybe so, but It will be lots easier
Sunday night's air raid, it Is anme as a widow."
for
nounced officially.
Heavy German attacks In the Ypres
How's This?
sector are reported in Field Marshal
We offer $100.00 for any case of catarrh
Halg's statement from headquarters that
cannot be cured by HALL'S CAin France. All of the attacks Were TARRH MEDICINE. HALL'S CATARRH
la taken Internally and acta
repulsed.
through the Blood on the Mucoua SurRome reports that in another power- faces of the System.
Paloma agreed eagerly. "Yes I May
Sold by druirelsts for over forty years,
be we could eveu help them If they got ful drive the Italians have captured Price
76c. Testimonials free.
ground
high
to
south
the
of
the
F. J. Cheney
Into trouble."
Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Madoni,
and
of
southeast
in the
"Come, then ! We'll have supper at
A Suggestive Slap.
Las Palmas and slip down to the rive? Isonzo sector.' The official announcement reports also the capture of 1,409
"You are my silvery-tone- d
and wait"
belle," said
prisoners.
Sentimental Siimmle.
A heavy artillery action has been
"HulU" rejoined Practical Pauline:
In progress on both sides of the "What Is the use of
having a bell If
Strange complications grow out
Meuse, Verdun sector, .according to you don't ring It?"
of Jones' and Law's adventure on
reports,
on
while
Paris
the Alsne
the Mexican side. It Is a thrill-in- g
front the German Infantry attacked
Always Be Fair.
episode described In the next
the French trenches, but were reTry
and
find the good that Is In your
installment
pulsed with considerable losses.
neighbor, even If you have to take a
The official communication Issued microscope.
by the war office also reports air raids
(TO BK CONTINUED.)
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Vibrations Make Sound.
Anything stretched is likely to bt
thrown Into vibration, or made to
tremble, by the force of the air blow
ing against it If It vibrates so fast
as to produce the air waves that our
ear can hear, then that Is what we
call sound. This Is what happens to
the telegraph wires when they hum;
and If we put our hand on the telegraph pole we shall feel that the wires
vibrate strongly enough to set the
whole pole to trembling, too. When
the air is quite still you will not heai
the telegraph line bumming.

a

EAT

NEW LIBERTY BOND ISSUE.
Allotment

to Colorado IDstrlct Totals
'

$200,000,000.

Washington. Treasury officials announced the apportionment of the second Liberty loan Issue now being offered among the various federal reserve districts. Virtually
ot the loan Is expected to be raised by
the New York, Boston, Cleveland and
Chicago districts.
In the Kansas city reserve district,
which Includes Colorado, the amount
given as "expected" Is $200,000.000,
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Gay Goloirs Seen
in New Glothes

HUNDREDS HEAR
HER TESTIMONY
Mrs. Harris Grew So Despondent
She Gave Up Entirely,
She Declares.
GAINED

35 POUNDS

"I Believe I've Told Fully Four Hun.
dred People In Person About
My Recovery on Tanlec,"
She 8ayi.

"I am not only a strong healthy
Woman Instead of a nervous wreck like

I was before taking Tanlac, but I have

actually gained thirty-fiv- e
pounds In
weight besides," said Mrs. Emma Harris, whose husband Is in the transfer
business and who resides at 5811 Rel-gstreet, Dallas, Texas.
"My health had been gradually falling for several months," she continued.
"I Just had to force down every mouthful I ate and I fell off until I weighed
hardly more than a hundred pounds.
I was tormented by bolls and eruptions
all over my body and suffered agonies
from rheumatism that made my bones
ache like they would break In two.
My nerves were In such a state It was
simply Impossible for me to get any
sleep and I felt so downhearted and
hopeless that I Just gave up entirely
and took to my bed.
"One day a friend told me about
Tanlac and advised me to try It. I
sent for a bottle and by the time I
had used up half of, It my appetite returned and I was soon up and about
and able to take up my housework
again. I eat anything I want now, my
food gives me strength, my blood has
cleared up, my rheumatism Is gone
and I suffer no pains, I sleep like a
child1 and feel fresh and fine when I
wake up. I believe I've told fully four
hundred people In person, about my
recovery on Tanlac."
There Is a Tanlac dealer In your

er

town.

Adv.
A Pointed Question.

Jean's maiden aunt Is a dressmaker,
and she Is forever exhorting the little
girl, who loathes the sight of a thimble, to learn tn sew.
"Aunt Ruth," Jean remarked recently, "should every little girl learn to
sew and make her own clothes?"
"Yes, Indeed," replied aunty
ly. "Why do you ask?"
"Well, then, how would you make a
living?"

Aunty subsided.

Sleep, Mothers Rest After Treatment

With Cutlcura Trial Free.
Send today for free samples of Cutlcura Soap and Ointment and learn how
Quickly they relieve Itching, burning
skin troubles, and point to speedy heal-meof baby rashes, eczema and
Having cleared baby's skin keep
it clear by using Cutlcura exclusively.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
itch-lng-

Boston.

New York. It Is often said that the
fashion experts dwell too much upon
line and material and are given to Ignoring the extraordinary value of colors.
The 'charge Is true. At least, the
truth of It dominates the majority of
dressmaking houses and Is present In
the majority of women's minds. Color
is In reality so vastly Important that
It should rule every department of
dress. There are colorlsts who overestimate Its value to women, and they
are the ones who actually frighten the
majority Into a conservatism that
Often borders on theugllness.
The trouble with the artists lies In
the fact that they do not seem to have
any tenderness or courtesy toward the
coloring of the woman who Is to wear
the garment. They assimilate and put
Into Juxtaposition colors that have extraordinary beauty In themselves, but
when they are placed next to the human skin, hair and eyes, they kill what
nature has done. This Is glorifying
the artist at the expense of the woman
In a way that is not fair. The gown
Is predominant; Its beauty draws all
eyes. The woman Is insignificant; the
only time she comes into the question
Is when the observers think how
she looks In that glorious
frock.
Women In the Wrong Colors.
There Is no temptation in costumery
greater than the one offered by a gown
built out of an exquisite harmony of
colors. It appeals to every woman but
the one who Is "shocked by a thread
of scarlet," as Mrs. Stuart puts It In
one of her admirable short stories.
Mind you, these women who feel that
drab colors are part of the respectability of Ufe and who have a traditional
and mystic belief that the color of the
scarlet letter used by Hawthorne was
In Itself an acknowledgment of sin,
are not out of existence. The Puritan
stock lives on, although It may be in
Montana, Texas or Alaska, Instead of
a small New England village.
But aside of this well defined segment In human society that looks upon
scarlet as the color of all that should
not be, and upon black and gray as
the colors that spell respectability,
emotional limitations and the straight
and narrow path, there are thousands
of women who are attracted to colors
as goldfish to water. They find In the
brilliancy of tone a kind of mental and
physical stimulation that the savages
probably feel.
So it is that when the gifted
weavers and dyers throw
out to the world bits of colored bait,
as our forefathers did to the Indians
when they wanted furs, a large segment of women snap up the gifts with
delight
Color as an Accessory.
The world Is wiser and better
dressed when the.great artists produce
glorious colors as accessories to gowns
s,
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Sold everywhere.
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savage strain In her which Is not
quite dead and which calls for gay

otherwise demure picture,

a cat

Children Cry For

ir0 4

that

colors.
Black panne velvet and tulle, as well
as Jet, have been the fabrics chosen
for these separate bodices which
are put above Algerian skirts of satU
in any of the blues, greens, reds and
purples that the skin will not tolerate.
The accessories which fashion will
spring upon us are gorgeous in coloring. All that need be said Is that
worsted embroidery Is In high favor.
Sometimes, when an artist wants to
get a bit of brilliant color into an
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Thereby Promoting
Cheerfulness ana K5i.w"""

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor CÜ, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It Is pleasant It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age Is Its guarantee.
For more than thirty years It has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverlshness arising therefrom, and by regulating the
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural deep. The Children's Panacea The
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Mean.

"He paid me a compliment."
"That's queer. I didn't think you
had one coming."
Which Is Done.
"My husband worries so over our

gas bill."
"Oh, tell him to make light of it."
Smile on wash day. That's when you use
Red Cron Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
snow. All grocers. Adv.

Use for Horse Chestnuts.
Horse Chestnuts Wanted British
Find They Will Replace Other Cereals
In Munitions Newspaper Headline.
Thank heaven, we are not asked to
eat them. New York Sun.
A Question.

"He was boasting that be did some
record flying abroad at the front."
"Aviating or running away?"
Unaccountable.

This evening gown of shrimp pink
satin, with polonaise of taupe velvet
There are curious
and silver lace.
peasant sleeves that resemble arm
bands. They are attached to the top
of the bodice. The necklace that holds
up the bodice Is of silver cloth embroidHits the Bullseye.
'
Flattery will always puncture the ered with pink beads.
bullseye when other shots go way beof somber tones, Even then there are
low the target.
a thousand women who go astray to
a doten who go right.
Not Very.
The helpful artists In dress will exking."
"He's as happy as a
"
to women, with intelligent paplain
"Humph How happy Is a king nowtience, that any kind of color can be
adays?"
managed In a costume If it is not
placed next to the skin. It Is for this
The Joy of Misery.
reason, and this alone, that those who
"Misery loves company."
deal In evening gowns have made an
"Not If the other fellow has bigger artistic success In choosing the most
woes to talk about."
difficult color for the skin, If they so
wish, and then building a bodice of
Nervy.
tulle or crystals that rests against the
Georgene Cheek I Why, I've seen skin of the neck without doing It any
him Joke with a waiter that he hadn't harm.
tipped."
The fashion which was exploited In
Paris at the August openings and
When Your Eyes Need Care which is already In America, of wearing a separate evening bodice with a
Try Murine Eye Remedy
Mr Contort. Kmli
brilliant skirt, is sure to succeed be? Book.
Sniit?u of mull. Writ for Tr
cause It allows a woman to indulge

"He declares, that he despises, detests and abominates you."
"That is very strange," replied J.
Fuller Gloom. "I do not recollect ever
having lent him any money."
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of Wrapper.

In Use For Oyer 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always Bought

The Worst Way.
The material of this waist la lime CUT OUT CROOKED STICKS
green handkerchief linen, with the new
Back in the dark ages, when the
management of the Erie railroad was
peasant collar embroidered In threads Use of Dead Wood
for Fuel Is Also
not all that it should have been the
of
silk. The deep cuffs are
Applied to Scoundrels and
rolling stock needing more oil and the
made to match.
the War.
common stock less . water a westlag with balls of colored wool Is
bound passenger train jolted Into Corna
York,
New
Forestry
experts
in
thrown recklessly over the background
ing one day two hours behind time and
and the effect always catches the eye. slate which has given much conserv- halted to patch up the engine and
Taking this as the foundation of the ing attention to its wealth In trees, take on such passengers as were in
work that is being done by the Paris urge farmers to help the country meet no hurry and preferred waiting to
dressmakers, we can build ourselves the high cost of fuel by making more walking.
up into some sort of colorful picture use of the dead and dying timber In
Just as the train was about to Jerk
that will catch the attention wherever their wood lots. They are advised to Itself In motion an excited individual
burn in their stoves and grates the came rushing along the platform, dragwe display ourselves.
A dark blue gown is nothing but a fuilen logs still sound enough to be ging a heavy carpetbag with one band
dark blue gown to those who know converted Into fire wood and to cut and waving a telegram with the other.
nothing of the possibilities of combin- down and utilize crooked trees obvi"You must wait I" he shouted,
ing it with something vivid ; but when, ously foredoomed to worthlessness as breathlessly. "I'm in an awful hurry
may
long
they
how
no
matter
timber,
against the midnight sky surface is
I want to get to Buffalo the worst
put a design of the Dakota Indians, be allowed to stand.
way P
This is good advice, and there is a
done in vividly colored woolen threads,
"All right," sang out the conductor
part
crooked
stick
human
moral
In
the
then the dark blue gown takes to
of the starting train. "Hurry up and
The same jump
of it, says an exchange.
itself a gayety which it has lacked.
aboard. You won't strike anyIt is quite true that the designers in stress of war times, which led to the thing worse than this !" Everybody's
Paris will also mingle opposing colors appeal issued to New York farmers Magazine.
through the use of double faced mate- in sifting out crooked men. Some rasrials, but they are evidently deter- cals will profit by war conditions, but
One "On" the Teacher.
mined to get the very best they can in the broad view of the nation's afterm was drawing toward
The
school
out of the color scheme In dress by fairs the sound and straight will come
close in Normal City, a Muncie subusing primitive embroidery against a to the front. The country can't take its
urb, when the pupils of one room were
chances with scoundrels. It must cut
somber surface.
asked to write compositions on any
crooked sticks out of the
Colored Crystals Used.
subject
they might choose, according
work of the war, in places of
In the new gowns there will be as
to Lee Baird, the principal.
authority.
much colored crystal work as colored
One little boy turned in his composiworsted embroidery. It looks as though
with the sheet entirely blank extion
More Expensive Trimming.
the crystals will be given over to the
cept for the title, "The Home Life of
you
(wildly)
Do
What!
Halefeller
evening costumery and the worsteds
the Fiji Islanders."
to the street clothes. Only a few of mean to tell me, woman, that It cost
"Boscoe, why did you choose so pecuthe French dressmakers have put $30 to get that hut trimmed? Jumping liar a subject, but choosing it, why
game
But
milliners'
that
is
Jupiter
sequins on clothes, but each and all
didn't you write a composition on the
have taken up colored bead work with the limit I
home Ufe of the FIJI islanders as you
Mrs. Halefeller (sweetly) Really?
enthusiasm and exploited it with all
announce In the title?" asked Baird.
the frankness of vivid colors that Is a Why, I understood it costs some men
"Because they ain't any," was the
get
trimmed
to
in
a
more
that
than
part of the American Indian as well as
reply, while the other children
boy's
poker game.
his Southern ancestors.
who ha been let In on the Joke, roared
example,
black
a
makes
Lanvln, for
at getting one "on" the teacher. InThe New Way.
satin gown for informal evening wear
News.
we
will
Sire,
have to dianapolis
Chancellor
that is nothing but a series of straight,
primitive panels falling over a slim, camouflage some of our diplomatic
In 28 days from hatching a silk,
tight, transparent skirt of periwinkle schemes.
Kaiser Then point them a neutral worm Increuses 14,000 times Its origiblue chiffon. The edges of this skirt
nal size.
are beaded and fringed with periwin- tint.
kle crystals, In the fashion with which
The note shaver can't be depended
New York's noted old Si. Denis hotel
Amerlcuns are peculiarly familiar. The
upon to whittle down expenses.
bodice is slinily built, of black satin, has been rased.
opening over a panel front of the blue
chiffon and crystals, and the long,
straight sleeves which are not full, but
hang far away from the arm like a
panel and are negligently caught Into
the wrist by a tiny bracelet of crystal
and chiffon, are made of the blue
weighted with great tassels and fringes of periwinkle crystals.
Both Premet and Worth have adopted a smashing touch of color on a
dark gown, In the way of a broad sash.
corn instead of wheat you
When you
Premet ties hers in a big bow at the
left side of the back, giving something
boys in France.
bustle, and
of the effect of a
Worth takes a width of gorgeous material and makes a low walsted girdle
admirable cool weather food.
Corn is
of It on a black or gray gown.
Smoke gray afternoon and evening
frocks have flaming red, deep blue and
you like corn bread,
emerald green sashes, slightly below
the normal waistline, made of chiffon
to like
Cake",
corn pone, you
or tulle, heavily fringed and tasseled
crystals.
colored
with
end
the
at
(Copyright, 1917, by ths McClure Newspad
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The Comparison.
"Experience is the best teacher."
"Yes, but time gives us a lot more
wrinkles."

-ui-

What Is CASTORIA

neither Oplum.MorpMn.enor
Mineral.

---

SOLDIERS

FIRST,

THE

Gallant Warriors Willing to Give
Right of Way to Visitors, but
Plans Are Changed.

It was a Sunday evening at Ft
Benjamin Harrison and the crowd of
sisters, mothers, aunts and sight-seewas waiting at the lnterurban station
for a car. ,At hist one came. At the
same time a crowd of soldiers with
leave to go to the city arrived. It
was evident that the lone car and its
small trailer could not carry all the
passengers.
The soldiers held a little consultation, and then suddenly offered to the women the use of the
train. They said they would wait for
another car. The train filled with sisters, mothers, aunts and slght-seer- s
left
the little group, and the soldiers were
thanked many times for the favor.
At the siding Just east of town the
train bearing all these civilians was
stopped and backed on to a switch.
Two minutes later a car loaded with
soldiers passed them on the main track,
e
making a
for town. Indlanop
bee-lin-

oils News.
Get Menthol From Japan.
Before the war about half the menthol crystals exported from Japan
were sent to Germany. Since the outbreak of the war the United States
has become the Inrgest parchaser of
these crystals, followed In order by

Great Britain, France and British
The price has varied from $2 to
$2.50 a pound during the Inst five
years, remaining most of the time near
the higher mark. Recent Improvements in the process of manufacture
have kept the price within reasonable
limits In spite of a considerable increase in the demand since the beginning of the war.

In-dl- n.

Twenty-fou- r
lumber yards in Wisconsin now employ women as lumber
hnnillers.

Yet the fruit tree agent doesn't care
to be known as a professional grafter.

Eat More Com!
are saving for the

eat

one-side- d

an

Whether or not
or

per Syndicate.)

Knitted Sport Hats.

Knitted sport hats are the fad this
fall. And after all, if one can knit
a war helmet one ought to be able to
manage a new golf hat. Whole hats
of knitted worsted are mounted over
buckram frames in sailor or mushroom
shape, and some young women, fancying the special shapes of their summer
sport hats, are knitting hard to get
them covered. The sides of the crown
can be covered with a straight strip of
knitting, like a broad ribbon band, but
it is harder to manage the circular
strip for the brim covering and facing, and the circle that covers the top
of the crown. Those who find the problem of knitting a hat cover too difficult can abandon it and make a crocheted hat, which is a great deal
easier.

corn miiffins, "Johnny

are sure

Ti p

RULE

O

Posit Jl oastie
The newest wrinkle in corn foods crisp, bubbled flakes of
white corn a substantial food dish with an alluring smack--:
and costs but a trifle.

Make Post Toasties Your War Cerea!

THE

The Spanish American
--

tlmaunwuMD

SPANISH-AlffERICA-

JohnJáack'éy...cáme. up from into nine judicial district, as follows:
'
District The counties of San-t- a
the farm Sunday to visit his wife First
Fe, Rio Arriba and San Juan.
who is still in the Plumlee Hos
Second District The counties of
pital but recovering nicely. Their Bernalillo, McKinley and Sandoval.
little daughter had her ' tonsils Third District The counties of
Everybody very busy getting and adenoids removed last week Dona Ana, Otero, Lincoln and
their big crop of feed and beans and is well again.
Fourth District The counties of
taken care of, some trying to
San Miguel, Mora and Guadalupe.
Fifth District The counties of Chaget wheat sowed.

3DC

Auoosrlt Wit

IRVIN OGDEN, SP

Prairie View

"The House of Service"

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

N

Tor-rane-

SahcriptUa fl.SO Tm

Entered

u

second-clas-

s

Tr

matter at the

,

poatoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

We have a Complete Line of

This nation, under God, hall
bavo new birth of freedom,
and that government of thn
people, by the people, for the
people, ahall not perish from
tha tart h. Lincoln.

TO OLD GLORY,
BLESS HER!

ii

Blankets &

i

If anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, shoot him on the
pot John A. Dix.

J. E. Wildman, Loan and InMost of the men in this vicinity
worked on the School House last surance Agency. Office at resiweek. School will start next! dence north end Chicosa St,
Rov. N. M.
Monday if nothing prevents.
j

Have You Compared our

Prices on

Stoves

The purposes of the United
States in this war are known to
the whole world, to all to
whom the truth has been permitted to come. We seek no
material advantage of any kind.
We believe that the intolerable
wrongs done in this war by the
furious and brutal power of the
Imperial German
Government
ought to be repaired but not at
the expense of the sovereignty
of any people rather a vindica-

.Fioersheims

man-kinL-Fro- m

that office.
It is very evident that the re

The
haa no personal inter- esc m tne proposed road along publicans are not in a good humor
the railroad from Mosquero to
hía vvuntyf
' Ahhfttr- - flfrnaa vino
nnri. uui
hoc
is
a
it
satisfaction to know from
many citizens that our expressed
opinion of it last week is merely
a reflection of public sentiment

99

3

E

over their prospects, and the
line leaders are expecting the
followers of Lindsej to getover
with the democrats for the purpose of representing the "Inde
pendent" republicans.

05

K

ioc

'

r

at Solano, New Nexico.

special request and filed with the State
Tax Commission.
In case the State
Tax Commission approves such proposed increase it shall specifically auS-thorize the same; if it disapprove, it
shall so state with its reasons therefor, and its decision shall be final.
They say those Estancia Valley
All acts and parts of acts in conflict
farmers are" handling their with the provisions of this act are
bean crops with steam shovels, hereby repealed.
2. That after the submission
but that every man working on andSec.approval
by the electors of thh
the harvesting job is under bond. state, the provisions hereof shall take
Malaquias Baca, of Mosquero, effect on January 1. 1918.
l or the Amendment

negative of a
streets of Roy
office
Finder please leave at
LOST:- - A film
baby's picture on

Records,

MAPS.

Prompt Attention

films

best results mai
to Lafayette Stiidio.

your

Roy, New Mexico,

and has taken
Has Just
Over all the Business Interests of the

GOODMAN MERCANTILE
COMPANY

j

And will Continue the Mercantile Busine.'ís

At The Old Stand
On the Corner

was in town Saturday, pnrnute tn Against the Amendment
Bernalillo where he would place
r
1i
'illmeir aaugnter,
PROPOSED PROHIBITION
in sister s scr.ool
for the year, where she will have Committee AMENDMENT
Substitute for Senate Joint
special advantages in learning Resolutions
Numbers Two and
of Springer, N. M.. will be in
Three.
many
things
besides
books
which
Roy
a girl should know and which Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution of the Slate of New Mexico
the public schools do not offer,
by Adding Thereto Another Article,

Dr. H. S. Murdoch.

I

i

Dentist-

-

SOON

the Same to Be Numbered XXIII.

FOR SALE:- - 320 acres 8 miles Be It Resolved by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
from Rov- - a11 Plow land- produThat the Constitution of the State
ced 10 bushels wheat per acre of New Mexico be and it is hereby
to attend the Dental needs of this year. Fine corn crop nearly amended by adding thereto a new arto be numbered and designated
this j community.
matured goes with the land, good ticle
as Article XXIII, Intoxicating Liquors,
buildings, well handy. A Bar-- i as follows:
gajn for a qujck deal.
ARTICLE XXIII.

Kitchell Block

Where we will be glad to welcome' all old
Patrons and make new friends by our
Consistent, Courteous, and Obliging Policy and a Square Deal to All.

We call your attention to our

The only thing wheat is the
equal in value of other years
prices is in paying off obligations
made before harvest. A dollar
is a dollar in paying old debts,

IMMENSE STOCK of
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
In which you can buy anything;

Santa Fe. N. M. Oct. 3,

From a Cambric Needle to a Herd of Cattle.
.

Q

Our Meat Market offers you
the Best the market affords.

Come in and get a line, on our Stock and
Yours for mutual benefit,
Methods.

He-raise-

-

j

j

Group

Inquire at the

S--

Office.

If your children are subject to croup
Mr. Mace, who came from
get a bottle of Chambeslain's Cough
Remedy, and when the attack comes West Virginia before harvest has
on be careful to follow the plain print sold his wheat and returned to
ed directions. You will be surprised his home in the east Sunday.
at the quick relief which it affords.
-

HOGS FOR SALE:- - 30 head of
JACK FOR SALE:- - Registered
Kentucky Jack, 4yrs. old, black Stock Hogs, 15cents, per pound
Albert, New
with white points, 900 lbs. One at my Ranch',
'
Mexico.
of the. best on the mesa.
T. E. Mitchell,
Joe L Hamilton,
1
pd.
T
Solano, N. M.
AMENDED HOUSE JOINT

Farm for Sale

LUTION NO. 19

RESO-

Intoxicating Liquors
Section 1. From and after the first
day of October, A. D., nineteen hundred and eighteen, no person, association or corporation, shall, within this

state, manufacture for sale, barter or
gift, any ardent spirits, ale, beer, alcohol, wine or liquor of any kind whatsoever containing alcohol; and no person, association, or corporation shall
import into this state any of such liquors or beverages for sale, barfer or
gift; and no person, association or corporation, shall, within this state, sell,
or barter, or keep for sale or barter
any of such liquors or beverages, or offer any of such liquors or beverages
for sale, barter or trade; PROVIDED,
nothing in this section shall be held
to apply to denatured or wood alcohol,
or grain alcohol when intended and
used for medicinal.mechanical or scientific purposes only, or to wine,' when
intended and used for sacramental

Proposing the Amendment of Sections
12 and 25 of Article VI of the Con320 acres, well improved Farm
stitution of the State of New Mexone mile east of Roy, all fenced
ico, Entitled "Judicial Department." purposes only.
and cross fenced, 130 acres culti- Be It Resolved by the Legislature of Sec. 2. Until otherwise provided by
law, any person violating any of the
the State of New Mexico:
vated, good House, Barn, Granprovisions of section one (1) of this
12
and 25 of Article article, shall, upon
ary, Good well, Wind mill, 2 That Sections
conviction, be punVI
the Constitution of the State of ished by a fine
of not less than fifty
large Stock tanks, good Cistern Newof Mexico
be amended so that said dollars,
nor more than one thousand
good Crops of all kinds. I also sections respectively shall read as fodollars, or shall' be. imprisoned in the
wish to sell the Variety Macnine llows:
county jail for not less than thirty
Works and Garage, also my Big "Section 12. From and after the days nor more than six months, or by
such fine and imprisonment, and
threshing Rig and Engine Gang 'first day of January, 1919, the state both
be divided into nine judicial dis- upon conviction for a second and subshall
Disc Plows (12 plows) I wish
tricts and a judge shall be chosen for sequent violation of said section such
to close out my Property interest each district by the qualified electors person shall be punished by a fine of
not less than one hundred dollars nor
here. $1600. will buy this com- thereof at the election for representa- more
than one thousand
and
plete Rig and Plow, this Rig tives in Congress in the year 1918 and shall be imprisoned in thedollars,
countv jail
each sixth year thereafter. The terms
would cost new today, $4640. of office of the district judges shall be or state penitentiary for a term of not
less than three months onr more than
Call on me at the farm or shop six years."
j

j

o

Roy Trading
CompanY.
THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE

horny-hande-

lead-

Full supply of eyes and In case the amount desired to be
mountings.
produced by tax levies is more than
five per cent greater than the amount
H. E. Burriss,
produced in the year preceding, such
Roy, N. M.
2 wk3 pd.
fact shall be set forth in the form of a

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.
;

Office

For

This road if established would
be a source of expense to the t
county without being of any
benefit to the general public.
The mail routes of the mesa.
and the main travelled roads
could be put in good condition in
the few place? where they need
work for the money thus spent
on this survey and the cost of
this road if it i?, paid for at a decent price and the damage by
reason of loss of use of right of
way fence along the railroad will
be almost as much more while,
to make a decent road of it will
cost more than to make section
line roads.
It is a bad proposition any way
you look at it and a retrogression
from our modern conditions.

ers

Office

vided.

anteed.

Prompt Attention

ROY TRADING Co.

regarding it.

would like to hear from

Plenty ot mony to loan ort
real estate. 9 percent long

LAND PLATS of a.I kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land

THE

likeBarth.'
It is understood that the

Do

Baca, Curry, Quay and Roosevelt.
"In case of the creation of new
counties the Legislature shall have
power to attach them to any contiguous district for judicial purposes."
"All suits, indictments, matters and
proceedings pending in the several dis-

to-b- e

"The One Price House

When some speculative politicians started the boom for Billy
Walton for the United States
senate they started something
they are not going to be able to
stop, until Billy lands the job and
it now looks like a walkaway for
him.
The big fight is promises over
the governorship. Barthjis making votes every day, if reports
are to be believed.
beans this year with a double reand the farmer's
sult
votes, with some prospect that
he will get both in large numbers
Be ins are worth money, and it
takes money to be elected; also
it takes votes, and wheresup-is
there a farmer who will not
son of toil
d
port a

of

Kir-stei- n,

With Others?

tion of the sovereignty both of
those that are weak and those
that are strong. Peace must be
based upon justice and fairness
and the common rights of
worthy gentlemen wanting the
President Wilson's state land office, and able to carry
Reply to the Pope.
on an effective campaign for
S--

of

trict courts of the state, and alf criminal offenses committed at or prior to
the time this amendment goes into effect, shall proceed to determination
time.
and be prosecuted in the courts of the
Co. districts hereby established in like
Mrs. H. Kennard is reported J. L. Hayes Real Estate
manner as if the districts had been
on the sick list this week.
so
constituted at the time such suits,
.
fresh-Wor
COWS:-fsale,
MILK
indictments, matters, proceedings and
Mr. Pint made a flying trip in
H. GUTHMAN,
offenses were respectively commenced,
his car to the Chase Orchard last
found and committed."
Roy, N. M.
"For the purpose of electing the
week.
judges for said districts this amendChamberu 1 vs Cough Remed V ment ahall be effective November 1st,
Mrs. Zoe Deubler spent Tues1918, and the Judtfé for each district
the Most Reliable
day at Edna Grunig's.
shall be chosen by ths electors of the
After many years' experience ia the counties comprising the respective disuse of it and other cough medicines, tricts as herein designated.'"
. ,
there re many who prefer Chambe- For the Amendment
""jJ
One of the Best for a Home rlain's
Against the Amendment
to any other. Mrs. A. C.
Greenville, Ills , writes "Cham160 Acres three miles north of
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION N0.24
berlain's Cough Remedy has been used
Roy, in good community.
Rich in my mother's home and mine for To Amend Section 1 of Article VIII of
the State Constitution Relative to
soil and shallow water district.
years, and we always found it a quick
Taxation and Revenue. '
Good wheat land $10.00 an acre cure for colds and .bronchial troubles.
Be It Resolved by the Legislature of
the most reliable cough
Terms if desired.' Business lot We find it
the State of New Mexico:
That it is hereby proposed to amonrl
in Roy free to purchaser of the medicine we have used."
Section 1 of Article VIII of the Statu
homestead. Address
FOR SALE:- - or will trade, for Constitution so as to read as follows:
White-Fac- e
Good
Heiffers, 40 Section 1. Taxes levied udoh tan on.
American Land Company,
ble property shall be in proportion to
good
young
Horses and tne value thereof, and taxes
Tucumcari, N. Mex. head of
25tf
shall be
j
Mares, (Not Ponies) Write
equal and uniform upon all subiects of
taxation of the same class.
Calvin Jones,
No
city, town, village or
JACK P. MILLS
T3 pd.
Tucumcari, N. M school county,
district shall in any year make
tax levies which, will in the aggregate
U. S. Commissioner
produce an amount more than five per
Fillings, Proofs and all
I have had much Experience cent, in excess of the amount produced
land matters.
in mounting Deer Heads and all by tax levies therein during the year
Also Surveys and Plat3.
old
other Taxidermy. All work guar- preceding, except as hereinafter pro-

Lawrence Butler and family
are Home again from a visit
with relatives in the mountains.

Buy them Now and let us
Save You Money

of

-

j

Comforters

GOD

o

j

I can loan you money on your ves, Eddy and Lea.

number of this neighborhood final receipt as easy as on your Sixth District The counties
attended the S. S. Convention at patent or warranty deed and Grant and Luna.
Seventh District The counties
Mosquero Sunday.
your mortgage need not bear but Socorro,- Valencia and Sierra.
Eighth District The counties
6 percent interest. Come in and
Ben Grunig and family spent
and Union.
Colfax,
let us talk to you about your Ninth Taos
District The counties of
Sunday at Emil Weisdorfer's.
loan.
A

j

I5s
HERE'S

e.

lad

one year.

C. E. Anderson.

From and after January For the Amendment
1st, 1919, the state shall be divided Against the Amendment
"Sec. 25.

1

THE

Here are Two
Things you Can Do
with money

'jfef

THE UNIVERSAL CAI?

Roy Garage

Keep it Hidden

in some cranny about
the house A burglar knows every possible hiding place
Fhe can always reach it' and
It will pay you No Interest. or
--

Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land
Office Santa FeNew Mexico.

1917

24,

All of Roy
11--

Sept

Claimant names as witnesses:
Petrolino Quintana Bentura Quintan
E, B. Cropp
J. M, Howe
All of Trementina New Mexico,

Ocie Cannon
New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE

FRANCISCO DELGADO
Register.

9--

Registei

3

10-1- 3

NOTICE fOK PUBLICATION.

Davenport Bro'SjProprietors
New Méx. f
ROY,

Sl-N-

SJ-N-

!

NJ-SE-

NEW MEX.

9--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Sept 17, 1917
Max
Notice is hereby given-tha- t
Cruz of Albert New Mexico who on
Sept. 11, 1914, made, H.'E. No. 018456
Sec. 14 and wJ-Nfor WJ-SSec. 23 Twp 21N. Rng 8E. N. M. P.
Meridian
has filed notice of
to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to tho land above deW. H.
Willcox
scribed,
before
U S Com, at Roy N. Mex. on the
22nd day of Nov. 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Edwardo Sandoval Evaristo Lueero
Antonio Belarde Encarnación Lucero
PAZ VALVERDE,
All of Albert New Mexioo.
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE
10 27
Register

The Roy Drug Store

"T""
9

10-2-

Pure Drugs," Chemicals and

Patent y, Medicines
"i
Perodicals and Stationery

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Ml. pd.

P. J. LAUMBACH,
Owner.

Dr. M. D Gibbs, Prop
C.

Don't speni your time Koppln-- ; m;
the sunbeams with a moody face, a
a blotter absorbs Ink.-- Don't stick
around as olemnly us an owl.' Cracl.
a. smile If It leaks your heart, and
don't be so cross, crabbed and crusty
If you are wedded to worry, smiles will
get you a divorce. Cheer up, you cur
inudgeon, cheer up!

0. Stboko.

County Treasurer

Tom J.

Tat cob. jr.. Absrtacto

Mora, New Mexico

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

PAZ VALVERDE,

All Mutters entrusted to m dispatched with Promi'tness and Accurcy
Your Uu.slnfss Respectfully Solicited

.

NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.

Gils trap Bro's, Prop's

tion

Connects with

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

r less stomach
trouble for eight years, " writes Mrs.
Y.
H. Smith, Brewerton, N.
O.
"When suffering from attacks of indigestion and heaviness after eating one
or two of Chamberlain's Tablets have
always relieved me. I have also found
them a pleasant laxative." These tab
lets tone up the stomach and ei.ablg it
to perform its functions naturally. If
you are troubled with inoigestiou give
.them a trial, get well and stay well.

"I tiave

had more

NEi-SE-

l.

J

N

at

made HE

for Si
Range

N. M., on Oct. 26th

Claimant names as witnesses:
Irvin Ogden Sr.
Ed Noble
Earl Baum
F S Hrown
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Sec- -

31E

ion

NOTICE

Department of the Interior U S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Sept

4 1917

,

hereby given that
V. Morris of Roy, N M who on
Aaron
PAZ VALVERDE
Register Nov, 6, 1911 an I Aug 12 1015 made ILK
NJ-S014103 & 020400 for NEl-Svv-

0

NOTICE

Notice

FOR PUBLICATION

S. Land
Clayton, New Méx.,
Sept, 14, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Jay
Mexico who
M Finch of Roy, New
on June 12 1913 made HE. No. 016242
and
Nwi,-SE- i
J
forSwl-NENWJ Sec 19Twpl8NRng 2C.E N. M.
PMerinian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F H Foster, U S com, at Roy
N M on the 14th day of Nov 1917

Department of the Interior, U.

PHONE at Springer.

E

Oflice

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.
NOTICE FOlt PUBLICATION

Short Orders
'

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, N. M.
Sept. 14 1917
Notice is hereby given that
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Eduardo Deschamps of Albert New
Department of the Interior U. S. Land Mex. who on July 24 1913 made HE.
Oflice at Clayton, New Méx.,
Sec 34
No. 01671M for the
Sept. 24 1917
SEi S.35T20N..R 28E.
Notice is hereby given that
N M P Meridian has tiled notice of inFilomena Belarde of Albert, N. M. who tention to make three year proof, to
on Aug. 23,1912 made U. K. No. 014998 establish claim to the land above
for Lots 3 and ' 4 and Si - NwJ: described, before W. II. Willcox U S
Section. 6 Township 20n. Range 29E Commissioner, at his office at Roy
N. M. P Meridian, has filed notice of M M on the 10th day of Nov. 1917.
intention to make three Tear Proof, to
Claimant names as witnesses:
J uan D Arguello
establish claim to the land above Jose 1 Arguello
J R Lopez All three of Albert
described before W. H. Willcox U S
Comr.
Nasario Haca of Roy N M
at Koy, New Mexico, on
Nov. 23, Í917
PAZ VALVERDE, Register. ;
0
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Pedro Martinez Gabriel Martinez
Simona Arguello Victoriano Arguello
The Price of Cremonas.
Th advance In price of 'roWná
All of Albert New Mexico
violins within t!io past twenty year
PAZ VALVERDE,
Violins
has been almost incredible.
11-Register
which were in the hundreds at that
time aro now In tho thousands.' and
the advance Is goi:g oh steadily" all
Wanted Credit for it
"What makes that ' he:i of yours the lime. It is the masterpieces-whichave advanced the most, a:
tackle so loudly?" Inquired Jenkins of
his neighbor. "Why, they've jut laid the whole world seems to be clamor-In- s
for the gie.nrest works of
l- cornerstone for the new parish rmun
ánd Gnnrncrius. tlif two adacross 'tho road "and she's trying to
aiafce the neighbors think tshe did iu" mitted greatest makers of the world.
'

10-2-

Needs of the Child.
The chilil needs the kinds of food
that make blood, bone and muscle so
ho should always have cereal for
hrenkfusr. Cornmeal Is excellent and
oais are favorites with a nation noted
for ils good health,. the Scotch'. Hero
la what the doctor says about miik:
"The child may not like mlik ho
Hhould be encouraged to try It In vari- ,mis ways. The growing child needs
tiilk, all of It, and the skimmed vurl-ct- y
does not answer, the purpose at
n!Í, The fat piny an Important part
of the little body."
. ia tho development

21

at

NJ-Sw-

L

Roy, Ncv" Mexico

.

LONG-DISTANC-

Rural-Communi-

MEALS Served at
The Home Restaurant

Mrs. Smith Recommends

ROY, N. M.

Soiano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
nected.
Efficient Service- -

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00

Chamberlain's Tablets
Wsa&r-- -

29andE-NE-

3

Sec 4

1

Seo

Twpl8NRng26E. NMP Meridian has
filed notice of intention to inaketlirea
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F.
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on . Oct 27 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:

3

J.F.ARNETT

Prop'r.

Townspip

15

1914

N M. F. Meridian has tiled notice of
proof
intention to make, three-yea- r
to' establish claim to the land above
described before Register & Receiver
Clayton N M lfith day of Nov 1917.

10-2-

Office and Exchange,

'
Sept. 4 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Alfred M Davenport of Roy N M who
on Nov 221013 made H E No 017193 for
c.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Tobias Cruz
Francisquito Garcia
Alejandro Garcia
Deciilerio Lujan
All of Bueyeros N M

Roy Telephone Co.

Now under Management of

.

Register.

10-2- 0

on Nov 2 1010 & Aug 10
Nos. 012.153 and 0182SS

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

manure.

J.F.ARNETT

021393 Nwi-NE- J
S30T20NR26E, N.M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
Commutation
Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described before F H Foster U S
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M on Oct 27 1917
Claimant names as witnesses: '
Jacob Floersheim R E Alldredge
A S Hanson
Elmer Neal
all of Roy N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land Sec 32 Twp 21N Rng 26E NMPM has
OlticeatClayton New Mexico,
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three year proof to establish claim
Sept. 4, 1D17,
' to the land above described, before
NOTICE Is hereby given that
H Foster
U S Commissioner
Julian Aragón of Bueyeros N. M. who office
1917
Roy,

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

Ir.cubstion ;n Ancient Pays.
Tho artificial incubation of o?;f
dates two!: to I'm ?;irly Egyptians
who used ovens heated with ferment-In-

Regular Meals

4 1917.

filed notice of intention to make Five
year final proof, to establish claim to
before
he land above described,
Register & Receiver U. S, Land
the 23rd day
Office Clayton N.
of Oct. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Manuel Lovato
Nicolas Lovato
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Of De Haven N Mex.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Juan Roy bal
Adan Garcia
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
of Bueyeros N Mex

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

The Southwestern
Hotel

'.

Sept

Notice is hereby given that
Joseph A Holmes of Roy New Mex,
who on June 2nd 1916 made H. E. No.

10--

Cheer Up.

-

0

M.-o-

NO TRESPASSING
All persons are hereby warned
not to trespass on my ranch and
Range Land3 in the breaks of
La Cinta Canyon.
Deer hunters are especially unwelcome and dangerous to cattle
There is no land in this vicinity
not in private ownership.
Trespassers and Hunters will
arrested if found on these lands.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

Register,
10-2-

2

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of the Interior
. Department
U. 8. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Sept. 4 1917
' Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Jose Lovato of De Haven NM. who on
Sept 27 1912 made H. E. No. 015043
for Lota 5,647 Sec 6 Lot 1 Section 7
NM PM has
Two 19N Rnar 31E

y

'

10-1-

PAZ VALVERDE,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Sept. 17, 191"
Notice is hereby -- given that
N. M. who
Samuel R Cockrell
on Sept. 9, 1914 made H. E. No 018441
for NWi Sec, 11, Twp. 21N. Rng. 26E
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on' the
20th day of Not. 1917.
ClaimanJ names as witnesses:
B. C. Jordan
Paul F. Roeber
Robert L Gambrel Walter Sneider
All of Roy New Mexico
.

'

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Sept, 4, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
Slusher of Roy N. M. who on July 19
1915 made H E No. (120492 for Nwl
Section 21 Township 2IN. Range 27 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,
before F H Foster U S Com'r at
Roy, N.N. on the 26th day of Oct. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
1917
10
New Mexico on Nov.
A. B. Slusher
Geprge wortman
Claimant names as witnesses:
Harry
wortman
Harry Burria
Vicente Montez
Juan J Montano
All of Roy New Mexico.
of, David New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Eusebio Montano
Juan T Montano
3
Register
.
of Albert N M

BANK
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

7, 1917

NOTICE is hereby given that Jamea
A. Cropp of Trementina New Mexico,
Who on Feb. 20 1913. made H. E. No.
017978 for SWi, S3T16N R24EN.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described
before J F Harbin, U. S Com. at
Cuervo, N. M. on Oct 24 1917.!

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Sept, 14. 1U17
Notice is hereby given that
Petrolino Tiujillo of David New Mex,
who, on July. 21 1914 made H E No.
NJ-S018138 for
Sec 11 Twp, 17N. Range 29E.
1
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described before W II
willcox U. S. Commissioner1 at Roy

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
ROY,

Department ef the Interior U. S. Land
Oflice at Clayton, New Méx.,
Sept 24, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that James
M Gordon of Roy N. M. who on Nov.
22, 1913 madff II. E. No. 017133 for
SEI Sec. 21 Twp 21N. Rng 27E. N. M.
P Meridian, has filed notice of Inten
tion to make Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F.H. Fosttr U. S. Commlsioner
at his office in Uoy, New Mexico, on

L. A. Cannon

Repair Work 'ESJa:

You Have Your Choice -- Every Point

NOTICE FOÉ PUBLICATION

Claimant names as witnesses:
Joseph Wright
Ben Stewart

Cars Housed and Cared for

is in favor of the second method.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Nov

and LIVERY

Bank it Safely in this Safe, Helpful
Bank, where it will aid you in many ways every minute it Í3 on deposit.

Decide and Act TODAY

8ANISM-AMEftlCA-

StraT-dlvnri-

NOTICE

Í0R

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

Claimant names as witnesses:
N. M. Baker
Alex Arnold.

Leopoldo Andrada
Maud Esta Andrada
All of Roy New
PAZ

Mexico
VALVERDE,

W.
H

IIGuthman
M

West

a J Smith
Clafence Leff ler

All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U.S. Land
Office at Clayton New Mexico
Sept. 4, 1917
Notice is hereby given that David
Gonzales of Roy N M who on Arpil 24,
1911 made H E No 01315 for
SwWi
Nj-NSec3NWi-NE- i
Section 10

Sept. 14. 1917
Register
0
Notice is hereby given that Victoria
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Gut'errez of Solano N, M. who on
April 1(1 1914 made HE No 017741 for
Department of the Interior-U- .
Si- - NwJ SwJ Sec 14
Sec 15
18
north Range 26 east
S. Land Office at Clayton N M Township
Township. :8M. Range 27E, N. M. P.
N M"P Meridian, has filed notice of in
.Sept 14 1917
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tention to make Five Year.Proof, to
tomake three Year Proof, to establish
Notice is hereby given that Harry establish claim to the land above
claim to the land above described, be- H wortman of Roy N. M. who on described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
fore Jack P Mills U S Commissioner June 11,& Nov 21 1913, made H. E Nos.
coinr at Roy, N. M. on the 26th
at Solano, N. M. on Nov. 10 1917.
misñ ninon fnn tliA Ki1TL Cart OQ of Oct 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
and NWi Section, 28 Township 21N
Claimant names as witnesses:
a. G Trujillo
Faustin Gutierrez
Range 27E N- - M. P.,M, has filed
Jose S Lepé
West
J S Horton
.'TE Bowman
notice of intention to make Three
Maurice N Baker Epifanio Flores
to
Proof,
establish
Final
Years
All of Solana N. M,
All of Roy New Mexico. .
tiaim to the land above described
Paz Valverde,
before F II Foster, U S Comisioner at
PAZ VALVERDE,, Register
,
9tli
Register
office at Roy N. M., on the
day of Nov 1017 ,
Achievement. ''
NJ-SE- 1

d.,

I.e

s

.

.

' Famous for

:,

Date Palms.

Bagdad Is famous for especially flavored date palms. There are several
famous date forests about the delta of
the Tigris and Euphrates. One of the
most interesting and useful relics of

Claimant names as witnesses:
J H Mitchell
Ben Stewart
H C

L A Brown
Mitchell
All of Rov New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,

10 20

Register,

the Moorish civilization that remains
In Spain Is the most wonderful palm
Add Comparisons.
grove In tins world. It might.be called
"Love you i better than any girl 1
a fitting monument to the foresight
ever met? Why. I love you better
e
and careful husbandry of those
ihun any girl I ever saw In the
people.
tiufor-túnat-

Essentials to
There are five essentials to achieve
ment In every line: Vision, Initiative,
Judgment,
sound
confidence,
and
courage. And each of thesp qualities
Is Inspired and fostered by knowledge.
The Business

Philosopher.
r-

-

SueV.'s Objection.
Uncle Kilhy says It's objection to ttw
apartment house Is ;hat It does awai
wiih tii. privacy of the a;:ii!y quuff
ijl.T(;.'o'fi Capital.

THE

All EPITOME

FOREIGN

OF

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORO OW THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

D O I N Q 8,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
ANO FEARS OF MANKIND.
Weatern Newepaper Union New Service,

ABOUT THE WAR
Argentine mobilizes her nary and
military forces are active.
Turkey demands that peace must
not change her territory.
Germany Is willing to evacuate
on certain conditions.
troops In training in
American
France as "keen as mustard."
Only six persons were killed in air
raid over London Tuesday night.
Spy scare on transport brings out
many qualities in American troops.
Entente armies are waiting on American troops before making terrific
drive through German lines.
At Buenos Aires the Chamber of
Deputies voted in favor of a rupture
with Germany. The vote was 53 to IS.
Hostile airplanes attacked the
southeast coast of England Friday. A
tew of them attempted to reach London but failed.
Total casualties of all British ranks
In all the war theaters for the week
ending Sept. 25 are reported officially
to have been 23,035.
The French have repelled new German assaults in the Chemln des
Dames section, and report heavy
losses among the Germans.
The Russians say they have been
successful in their campaign against
the Kurds, and that the resistance is
stiffening along the front near Riga.
The central powers will not state
their war alms in detail at this time,
Chancellor Mlchaells told the main
committee of the relchstag at AmsterBel-glu-

The Chilean cabinet has resigned.
The world's wheat crpp is over billion and a half bushels.
For the week ending Sept. 10 British army casualties totaled 27,164.
The food controller has fixed the
price of bread in London at 20 cents
loaf.
for a
Thomas Ashe, a Sinn Fein leader,
died In a hospital in Dublin as the
result of a hunger strike on which he
entered some time ago.
The grave warning that the rub- marine situation Is "extremely serious"
was authorized In a statement by the
ministry of shipping at London.
Austrian Liberals are determined to
force the peace question to a practical and decisive plane, according to
dispatches received at Zurich.
The London Gazette announces the
appointment of Kermlt Roosevelt as
temporary honorary captain while spe
cially employed, from Aug. 22nd last.
Election returns from the second
parliamentary division in Stockholm
show that four Socialists, one Liberal
and three Conservatives were elected,.
The vatlcan denied the report that
Pope Benedict Intends to make proposals for peace negotiations involving mediation by King Alfonso of
Spain.

James Boosey of London was exempted from military service by the
Essex county tribunal because he is
too busy to be a soldier. They found
jobs.
he is holding down thirty-fou- r
addressing
Asqutth,
Premier
Former
a mass meeting under the auspices of
the War Committee at Leeds, reiterated his demand for a plain and simple answer from Germany as to her
intentions toward Belgium and wheth.
er she was willing to restore
Alsace-Lorraine-

Ca-dor-

all-st-
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NEW MEXICO
STATE NEWS

four-poun-

It is said on good authority that an
investigation at Mexico City shows
passage of messages in German code
between the German legation and Berlin by way of the Swedish legation and
Stockholm, as revealed recently by
Secretary of State Lansing, extended
as far back as the early part of 1916
The latest means of communication
between the German legation in Mexico City and New York, it is declared,
is being carried out by means of soiled
laundry. Wromen travelers proceeding
from Mexico to the United States, to
whom the laundry is given, are requested, it is said, to send it to a cerdam.
tain address in New York. It is inField Marshal Halg announces he
ferred that these pieces of linen carry
great
his
objective
of
every
has gained
messages written In invisible ink.
offensive in Flanders, and that he is
now in full command of the territory SPORTING NEWS
Charles "Fat" Winters, manager of
. hd has taken.
Johnny
"Kid" Mex, Pueblo Mexican
of
Thirteen British merchantmen
mauler, announced that the plucky lit1,600 tons and over, and two vessels
of less than 1,600 tons were sunk by tle lightweight has been matched to
mines or submarines according to the fight Sailor Klrke In Denver.
Bets at even money were made in.
weekly admiralty statement.
The entire Balnslzza plateau is now New York on the world series. No
One bet of
odds are being offered.
under control of the Italians. The
forces are consolidating their 125,000 was placed on the curb. Some
positions, and the principal offensive are offering 6 to 5 that the White Sox
is by airplanes over the Austrian take the first game.
lines.
The Boston Americans at Boston de2 to 0, an
team, refeated,
WESTERN
leading players of the
Orban C. Patterson, criminal law- cruited from
League with Maranvllle of
yer, shot and killed Sam Williams, American
president of the Purcell Bank and the Boston Nationals at shortstop. The
entire proceeds went to the family of
Trust Company, Purcell, Okla.
the late T. H. Murnane, who until his
Although the wind at places atdeath last winter was considered the
tained a velocity as high as 100 miles dean of Amerlpan baseball writers.
an hour, the hurricane-swep- t
section The receipts were well over $14,000.
of the Gulf coast from the Mississippi
river to the west coast of Florida es- GENERAL
Exports of merchandise at the port
caped serious damage.
fell more than $95,000,-00William D. Haywood and many oth- of New Yosk
August
as compared with Aufor
arW.
were
er leaders of the I. W.
gust,
1916.
rested in a raid by United States marSecretary McAdoo announced the
shals in the Chicago headquarters of
the organization. The arrests were details of the second Liberty loan of
made as a result of indictments re- $o,000,000,000 which will be offered to
the public Oct. 1st.
turned by the federal grand Jury.
Captain Max V. Thierichens, former
Col. Roosevelt gave his version of
the secret conference he held with the commander oi the German sea raider
German ambassador in 1902 relating Frince Eitel Frledrlch, was placed on
to the occupation of Venezuela by Ger- trial in the Federal District Court at
many, an incident that then threat- Philadelphia, charged with violating
ened to bring on war between Ger- the Mann act by bringing a woman
many and the United States. Col. from Ithaca, N. Y., to Philadelphia for
Roosevelt told the story for the first improper purposes.
time, he said, in an address at a
The desire of Massachusetts Republuncheon in Chicago.
licans to continue the "war governor"
in office for a third term was emWASHINGTON
The minister from Sweden W. A. F. phatically shown when Gov. Samuel
Ekengren was received by President W. McCall was renominated at the primaries by a majority of 58,180 over
Wilson.
Senator Chamberlain of Oregon Is Grafton D. Cushing, former lieutenant
governor. The votes: McCall, 82,426;
confined to his home with an attack
Cushing, 24,246. Frederick W. Mansof appendicitis.
field, who opposed Governor McCall
The food administration shortly will In
the election last year again was
announce Its views regarding the stannominated for governor by the Demdard bread loaf.
ocrats without opposition.
Thomas B. Stearns of Denver was
On the platform of the auditorium
appointed state food administrator for
where Senator LaFollette at St. Paul,
Colorado after having declined the
Minn., decried American entry into
place.
the war on what he' termed a violaA card index mobilization of Amertion of "technical rights," Col. Rooseica's woman power for war is In pro- velt, classing the Wisconsin senator
gress throughout the nation for the among the "Huns within our gates,"
first time in history.
declared he would like to send LaFolThe ninety-siGermans arreBted in lette and his "shadow Huns" to GerNew York by federal authorities are many as a "free gift to the kaiser."
charged with various offenses against Among the "shadow Huns," the colonthe United States, as a result of a el Included Senator Gronna of North
widespread investigation of enemy ac- Dakota and Representative Lundeen
tivities in this country.
of Minnesota.
The administration bill to permit
The Liberty 3V4 per cent bonds sold
foreign merchant ships to engage in at a new high record on the New York
American coastwise trade was passed Stock Exchange Sept. 27th, one block
by the House without a rollcall.
ot bonds 30 ($30,000) changing hands
With the conferees' agreement on n at 100.08.
The previous record was
12,700,000,000
war tax bill last big 100.06, at which price one or more
money-raisinmeasure of the war ses- transactions were made the day they
sionCongress appeared likely to ad- were first listed in the stock exjourn before Oct. 10th.
change.
The indictment of 150 1. W. W. leadA telegram of "appreciation" from
ers in Chicago is only a beginning in Senator T. P. Gore was found In the
the government campaign to round up coat pocket of H. C. Capper, member
and punish seditious and disloyal of Working Class Union and anti-dracharacters, according to Department agitator, when he was arrested by
of Justice officials
federal officers at Muskogee, Oklá.
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Oct.
Maaonlo meeting at Las
Cruces.
Oct.
2
Woodmen of the World
11-1-

muy ai oaiua

r e.

Gallup is to have a new theater.
The third call of 450 men has been

made.
Battery
ing camp.

A

goes to an eastern train-

Clovls Is to have a new $20,000 M.
E. church.

,

The machinery for the fiber factory
has arrived in Tucumcari.
The 40 per cent called 919 men to
Camp Funston from New Mexico.
Santa FÓ said "good-byand good
luck" to twenty of its soldier boys.
The annual conference of the M. E.
church was held at East Las Vegas.
Silver City bid farewell to eighty-fou- r
men who left for the training
e

camp.
Mrs. Thomas D. Burns, Sr

wife of

the late state senator, died at Tierra
Amarilla.
Army field clerks as well as the
fighting forces will henceforth be de
nied intoxicants.
As a result of the recent meeting
in Roswell, it is stated the new railroad is assured.
The Santa Fe railroad is arranging
to spend $100,000 enlarging its facilities at Clovls.
The alfalfa mill at Hagerman is
wagons busy haulkeeping thirty-fiv- e
ing alfalfa to the mill.
e
A. F. Pate of Mills has an
crop of frijoles from which
he expects to realize at least $3,000.
The soldier boys from all parts of
the state were given royal send-off- s
before leaving for the training camps.
It is reported that a very promising
discovery of lead-silvore has been
made in a new district in Grant
county.
The Young Woman's Christian As
sociation has completed arrangements
for a modern girls' club house at
eighty-five-acr-

Demlng,

Interest in the State Federation
convention at Gallup, Oct.
is growing as the names of delegates 'from
the clubs begin to come in,
Pedro Gonzales is dead and Pancho
Gonzales is in the hospital as the result of resisting and assaulting V. M.
Poteet, deputy sheriff at Roswell.
Dona Ana County Farm Bureau and
the County Council of Defense is leading the campaign for a $1,000,000
wheat crop for the county next year.
N. A. Wells, prominent Socialist and
candidate for governor on the Socialist ticket last year, passed away at
his home in Estancia at the age of 81
rears.
The commissioners of De Baca
county have ordered an election tor
Oct. 6 for the purpose of voting on a
$37,500 bond issue to build a court
bouse and Jail.
Already the women of the state who
ire interested in educational matters
are beginning to talk of a woman for
the presidency of the State Educa2--

GAIIM11

CATTLE

VALUATIONS
INCREASED
OVER
LAST YEAR'S ASSESSMENTS.

Anti-Saloo- n

soning.

Four Las Cruces citizens have been
arrested for shooting ducks in violation of the federal migratory bird law.
Not inclusive of the $7,000 raised at
Las Vegas for the National Red Cross
the Las Vegas society of the organization has raised $1,110.64 since its
organization late last March.
There is now an automobile to every thirty-onInhabitants of New
Mexico. The total of licenses issued
reached 13,100, and the estimated population of the state is 410,000.
A fifty-tocar of lead ore concentrates has been loaded for shipment to
Salt Lake for smelting by Weldon &
Coles, operating a silver-leaproperty
a mile east of the Bonney mine.
Harry Alexander Matthews, a resident of San Marcial, Socorro county,
filed a petition in voluntary bankruptcy in the United States District Court.
He states that his liabilities total $613
and his assets only $95.
Fifty carloads of peaches in San
Juan county were saved by the quick
action of the State Defense Council,
woman's auxiliary and other federal
and state agencies under the leadership of the state food administration.
Seventy-fiv- e
striking United Mine
Workers from the mines at Gallup are
going to help In the task of saving
the fruit in San Juan county and elsewhere, declaring they want to show
their desire to be of service in the
food conservation campaign.
Running to a total of $20,000,000, actual, and $64,361,000, potential, the development of the resources of New
Mexico during the past twelve months
has been so nearly general as to include every section, and has been
gradual' and steady, rather than by
any spurts.
e
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GAVE UP HOPE

for Western Canada
Come Year After Year.

Often Wished For Death to
End Her Misery. Doan's
Effected a Complete and
Lasting Recovery.

Honors

Apportionment of School Funds Mads
to Counties by 8tat SuperintendAt the recent Soil Products Exposient J. H. Wagner. .
tion at Peoria, III., In n keen cofitest
for the coveted first prize for wheat,
Western Canada hns again carried off
Weetern Newipaper Union Newe Service.
all the honors. Not only has she won
Santa Fé. The biggest Increase In the first,
also the second and third
any one classification of the assess- prizes. but were won by Mr. S.
These
ment over last year is in cattle, the
of Blrtle, Manitoba. In past
Increase totaling $2,430,549. Four oth- years the Province of Saskatchewan
er classifications show an increase oi had the distinguished honor of carrymore than a million dollars. Rail- ing off
the Initial prize.
roads, $1,114,434; Improvements on
Harvesting and threshing are now
mineral lands, $1,166,600; agricultural completed In Western Canada, and
lands, $1,345,809, and Improvements while It Is early In the season to give
on agricultural lands, $1,178,317. How- exact figures as to the average yield
ever, several items came near the millio- per acre of wheat, oats, barley and
n-dollar
increase; tools and equip- flax it Is safe to nssume that the for
ments, $951,533; automobiles, $935,-01- ; mer will yield about 20 bushels per
;
improvements on city lots,
acre. The price to the farmer will be
surface Improvements on produc- about $2.00 per bushel, giving him
tive mines, $770,323; merchandise, $40.00 an acre of a return. When It Is
$764,060;
banks, $633,179; penaltios, considered that the land upon which
$663,307; exemptions, $708,083; in ev- this wheat Is grown averaged less than
ery other classification the Increase $30 an acre. It takes very little figurbeing less than half a million dollars. ing to arrive at an estimate of the
The greatest decrease and the only profit there Is to the grain grower of
one over a million dollars is in Im- Western Canada.
The writer knows
provements , on grazing lands, which where a fnrmer purchased 100 acres
declined $1,887,793; while
the other of lnnd In the spring of 1910, broke It
decreases over $100,000 are: water up the snme yenr, put It In wheat In
Pullman, 1917. Ills crop was harvested a few
upply plants, $307,791;
$131,347; timber lands, $127,079, and days ago. It yielded 4,800 bushels and
grazing lands, $217,021. The total of he sold It at $2.05 per bushel, giving
decreases is $3,105,146.20, of increases him $9,840. The bind cost him $4,800,
$15,846,178.26.
breaking, seeding,' seed, cutting and
Of the funds in the hands of the threshing, $1,920.
.His profit was
state treasurer to the credit of the $3,120 after pnylng for his lnnd and
current school fund, J. H. Wagner, his costs of improving. He hns now
state superintendent of public instruc- $3,120 to commence another season
tion, has made the following appor- with a "paid for In full" improved
tionment among the several counties farm.
of the state as prescribed by law,
Never has farming offered such profsaid apportionment being one dollar itable returns for labor as at present
to each person enumerated for school and nowhere Is the large profit equal
purposes:
to thnt of the low priced, high yielding
No.
Amount. lands of Western Canada.
County.
10.878 I 10,878
Bernalillo
4.607
4.Í07
There has been a big rush during
Chaves
Í.408
6,408
Colfax ;
3,042 the past few weeks of renters and
8,042
Curry
1,439 owners of high priced lands In many
1.439
DeBaca
5,736 parts of the United States to Investi5.736
Dona Ana
2,465
2,455
Eddy .;
profit reports. No
6,948 gate these 100
6,948
Grant
8,514 better season of the year could be
8,614
Guadalup
2,692
2.692
Lea
2,800 selected by anyone desiring to better
2,800
Lincoln
1 801
2,801 their condition and wishing to give
Luna
4,675
4,675
Mora
over."
1,865 Western Canada the "once
1.865
McKlnley
2,847 Threshing Is now completed and the
2.847
Otero
4,320 grain being
4,320
Quay
marketed. The weather Is
6,950
6.960
Hlo Arriba
8,222 fine and will be pleasant for a couple
3.222
Roosevelt
1,966 of months and a visit now to person1,966
Sandoval
1,982
,
1,982
San Juan
8,338 ally Investigate the conditions will be
8,338
Kan Miguel
7,431 convincing and profitable.
7.481
Santa F4
While old
1,354
1,354
Sierra
home
family
are
ties
and
associations
6,464
6,454
Socorro
4,897 one of the first considerations in the
4,897
Taos
8,066
8,066
Torrance
6,805 mind of the reader, who feels that
6,805
Union
3.641 the old five or ten per cent return is
3.641
Valencia
sufficient, it behooves the modern and
,
..118,523 $118,623
Total
progressiva farmer always to be on
the alert to grasp the opportunities of
Llewellyn Must Pay Shortage.
the hour. Land In Western Canada
Santa Fé. Execution has issued that is annually producing a gross reagainst the Southern Surety Company turn of from $40.00 to $80.00 per acre
of Oklahoma, on the Judgment given is purchasable at from $15 to $30 per
by the Santa Fé District Court and af- acre. It can be seen at a glance that
firmed by the State Supreme Court, such values cannot help but Increase
against Morgan O. Llewellyn and the as they have done in the older agriculLnr-comb-

$S17,-882-

Surety Company for
$75,000 plus interest, less $6,995 already paid. The Southern Surety
Company took over the assets and liabilities of the Southwestern Surety
Insurance Company which went on
the bond of Llewellyn as treasurer of
Staie College, the litigation growing
out of the Las Cruces bank failure.
Southwestern

tional Association.
"Booze and business efficiency cannot occupy the same ground," declares
Governor W. E. LlndBéy in a letter
made public by the superintendent of
League.
the
by
an
Bitten
insect over six weeks
ago, while engaged in fulfilling a surveying contract in the Burro mountains, George R. Brown, United States
deputy mineral surveyor and a pioneer of Silver City, died of blood poi-

MORE WHEAT PRIZES

tural districts of the United States.
The new settler will find himself surrounded by same contented and prosperous neighbors. The expense of making one visit to look Into Western Canada's opportunities Is small a special
reduced rate is available and you owe
yourself a holiday and a trip may do
you good. You owe your dependents a
right to better your condition and
Western Canada offers that opportunity. Advertisement.

MI was helpless with kidney trouble," says Mrs. Ellen Janls, 1404 N.
Third St., St. Charles, Mo., "and began to think my case was beyond
the reach of medicine. The pain In
my back laid me up in bed and it
seemed as if myDacK
had been crushed. I

couldn't sleep and
was so nervous I
was almost frantic.
fire
of
"Flashes
came before my eyes
and the pains in my
head were terrible.
Mv filch t was affected Mrs. Janls.
and there were large, puffy Bpots
beneath my eyes.
"How I suffered when passing the
kidney secretions I screamed In
agony and I often wished I might
die and be out of misery. I had
night sweats and mornings on getting up I was so weak and numb
I could hardly stand up. I grew
so pale and emaciated I looked
like death. Doan't Kidney Pills
cured me completely and I have
been as well and healthy since as
any woman of my age."
Cat Doan'a at Any Store, 80a a Boa
1

DOAN'S

SSV

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

Out of the Mouths of Babes.
Little Nettle asked her teacher what
was meant by "Mrs. Grundy." She wa
told thnt It meant the "world !"
Some days after the teacher of tfte
class to which Nettle belong asked,
"what Is the equator T' After some
hesitation Nettle said : "I know ; ; ; It's
the belt around Mrs. Grundy's wats!.''
Women are fast replacing men In
the printing trade.

There are fast friends and fast
friends. One kind you can't lose.

Denver Directory
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DEVELOPING

ndforPRATING
lYOdakS Bend
Catalogue and

Finishing Price Llrt. Tk. Dtm rW. MaterUb Cfc,
Doner. Ceknot
Eutau (Wat Cfc, 2 Ida

The Platte River Cattle Co.
"
BULLS

v

J'f

I

'

FOR SALE

Ones, twos and three.
Bee or write na before bujlng.

The Wyall Live Slock Co.
S"t-

-

Sun.

- ".

Our flneolaltlee:
Stock and Dairy Cattle
iPure Breed Registered
Berfords; Immunlied
Stock Hogs.
Dmver fltoc

Xari$ Bank

l2CiHflBIfkSlKkTirit,livr,Cla

at

Enquire for tbe
Wilson Never Break Trace

Guaranteed

J. H. WILSON
DENVER

DIAMONDS
and

ARTISTIC JEWELRY
KAiroHCTtTKINO

JOS. I.
16th

SCHWARTZ
a Curtis, Denver, Celt.

WRITE OR CALL FOR CATALOG

For Constipation
Carter's little liver Fills

Drops Dead of Heart Failure.
Socorro. J. F. Torres, a New Mexico pioneer and brother of J. C. Torres, postmaster of this place, dropped
dead of heart failure. He was about
43 years old.

Helpful

8hlp Million Pounds of Spuds.
Santa Fé. The Zuni mountain district of Valencia county will ship
about one million pounds of Irish potatoes this fall, according to the report of County Agent J. G. Hamilton
to the state food aiiuilulstratlon offices here. A quarter of a million
pounds of corn will be exported from
the county unless an early frost cuts
down the crop. Valencia will produce
The
200,000 pounds of Pinto beans.
oat crop, however, will be 60,000
pounds short of the county's needs.

to the
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a condltioa which will be greatly helped by
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W)vcr Night

Small Phi
Small Do
Email Price
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Man Lassoes Grizzly.
feSanta Fé, N. M. A
male grizzly bear was lassoed in tho
Relieving Anxiety.
Santa Fé national forest by J. J. F.
you so thoughtful, Al"What
makes
McMullen, trapper of the United
gernon, dearest 7"
States Biological Survey.
"I was Just thinking of the disturbance to business caused by the war,
Judge Gutierrez Dead.
darling. Now, they say there Is going
Duran. Probate Judge Elljio Guti- to be a sugar shortage In the United
errez died at his home at Duran, Tor- States."
rance county, after brief illness with
"Well, my own, don't get worried.
pneumonia.
would just ns soon have a nice, long
automobile ride as a box of chocolates,
Would Fit Up Demlng Armory.
any time."
Santa F6. Adj. Gen. and Mrs.
Just as Good.
James S. Baca have returned from a
Tommy Atkins had taken a German
Tlsit to Camp Cody at Demlng. He
has recommended to the Council of officer prisoner and demanded the letDefense that $5,000 of the war emer- ter's sword. The officer shook his
gency fund be expended to fit up the head.
"I have no sword to give you," he
fiatlonal Guard armory at Deming.
said, "but won't my vitriol spray, my
flame projector or my gas cylinder do
Artillery Leaves for the East.
A battery, First New as well?"
Albuquerque.
Mexico field artillery, left here for a
Waiting for Congress.
training camp in the East, There are
"Why
does the president have the
188 men and four officers in the orpardoning power and not congress?"
ganization, and its equipment includes
"We don't want a prisoner who de153 horses and a dozen mules.
serves a pardon to run the risk of
dying of old age."
Insults Flag; $60 and Sixty Days.
Albuquerque. Frank Walk Miller,
who says his right name is Oik, was
fined $60 and sentenced to sixty days
in the county Jail on a charge of insulting the flag.
1,000-poun- d
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Positive Proof That Lydi
E. Pinkham'c Vegetable

Compound Relieves
Suffering.

v r

mm

Brldgeton,N.J. "I cannot speak too
highly of Lydla E. Pinkhara's Vegeta
ble Compound for
inflammation and
other weaknesses.
was very Irregular
and would have ter- rible pains ao that I
Dies in
Moment of
could hardly take a'
step. Sometimes I
would be to misera
1TEW YORK. It was the ninth Inning. The game stood 3 to 2 against the
ble that I could not
home team. Two men were out, and William Koch, Jr., came to the bat.
weep ft room.
I
In the crowd that had gathered In the ball park on the old Morris estate in
doctored part of the
the Bronx, where this critical situation
time but felt no
developed, was Koch, Sr. He was fiftychange,
's
I later took Lydia E.
four years old and a baseball fan of
Vegetable Compound and soon
kind. He was fond felt a change for the better. I took it
the real,
of the sport, proud of his boy and al- until I was in good healthy condition.
ways ready with a whoop or a cheer I recommend the Plnkham remedies to
for n play that made his team feel as ail women as I have used them with such
s,
good results.
Milford T.
though It had friends behind it.
822 Harmony St, Penn's Grove,
William, the Junior, belonged to a
club of local youngsters that played N.J.
Such testimony should be accepted by
under no particular mime any aggreaa convincing evidence of
gation which came along and thought all women
the excellence of Lydia E. Pinkham's
from
could
It
laurels
the
take
that
Vegetable Compound aa a remedy for
the Bronx boys. Nine strange and unnamed yotmg men had come to dispute the distressing ills of women such aa
supremacy with them. The two men were out, one man was on base and. displacementa,lnflammation,ulceration,
one run was needed to tie the score In the ninth. Young William picked a backache, painful periods, nervousnesa
and kindred ailments.
bat with great care. He faced the pitcher with the confidence of youth.
"Strike one 1" called the umpire.
PREVEXTEB
The pitcher wound up agnln. He sent one over the plate with a snap
BlaCKLEQ PILLS
and there came a report that sounded like a rifle in full play. The ball sped
toh, nlubui
on and on over the head of the center fielder. The man on base ran home
by
and young Koch made the circuit of the bases.
mm. tocan thty
ratMt wktreMlMr
Everybody lost sight of the elder man In the general Jollification that
fiNim rail.
j
followed the home run until 'somebody called out that a man had fallen in
pint,
.
the crowd. Young Koch ran over to see what had happened.
$4.00
(Hni iks. WMkltf Pille, it.ro
.
Vmmt lalflctoff, but Cuttar'l ftmlfl MdfCraarML
He found his father dead.
Th tuMrlorltr of Cmw pradurli
due to over IS
Heart disease had asserted Itself and the excitement of the moment In
yom oi peelillilnf la Vaccink AMD aaauMl
ONLY. iMllaT ON CUTTBJT.
li ttftohuliilda,
which he saw his son proclaimed a local hero was too much for the old base
tftrocw
ardtf
TM Cirtttf Ukorttttr, tortol ay, CtUfwiifi
ball fan.

1

Baseball Fan
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California
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Cranks

Attend

Campfire

Eighteen miles northwest of this city, near Roscoe, a
life during the past
of cranks has been enjoying the
week under the watchful eyes of Dr. Leroy Henry, chief crank of the bunch.
The word "cranks" Is not lnapproprl- ate, because the folks themselves call HOW ONES
themselves such and their present SOUUXPAflltf
stunt is the "second annual campfire UNDER
TH
of California cranks." Moreover, the
colony had Its rendezvous at Camp
TOUCH OF
located on "Free- NATURE h
dom Hill." Evidently the conventions
are not observed to the letter and WIS LIKE
so i
"have a good time" seems to be the Biro
rn
All'
mainspring of the outing.
The cranks have been enjoying the
simple life for more than two weeks.
Two sessions dally have been held, one at two o'clock and the other at seven
o'clock, ench lasting a full two hours. The rules of the camp forbade a discussion of the main topic. Incidentally there have been music and some

LOS

i

"Fresh-Air- "

ANGELES.

-

W--

'

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

40-19-17.

Religion In France.
There is no state religion in France,
but the ndherenns of any church or
creed can hold their religious belief
and observe their religious practices.
Under the law promulgated on December 0, 1005, the church were separated from the state, the adherents
of all creeds were authorized to form
associations for public workship, and
the state, the departments and the
the state, the departmets and the
communes, were relieved from payment of salaries to clergymen. Foi
clergymen of forty-fivyears of age.
pensions
were provided.
Buildings
used for public worship were made
over to associations for public worship. The assocaltlon law of July 1,
19101, requires religious communities
to be authorized by the state, and no
monastic association can be authorized
without a special law In each particular case. Before the passing of that
law there were 910 recognized associations, and 753 not recognized. After
the passing of the law, of the 753 not
e

recitations.
Each crank hus his or her own blnnkets and food and such a thing as a
bed Is taboo. No, lndeedy ; old Mother Earth Is good enough. Doctor Henry
announced in the beginning that repose would be upon "garden beds softened
with pick and rake," and It has been so. Doctor Henry, who gets his mall at
Burbank, invited his friends to wear washable clothes "and for a few days
8
Byrne;
Jackson; 0
1
Williams; 2 B. Collins; 3 Rlsberg; 4 Faber; 5 Gandll; 6 Hasbrook; 7 Jourdan;
to live the simple,' relaxed life under the trees with the birds and stars and
Clarence
16 Kussell; 17 Manager
14 Felsch; 15 Schnlk;
H Lynn; 12 Cicotte;
Intellectual friends." He also told them: "Tone up your inner life and recognized, 305 dissolved themselves,
Howland; 18 Danforth; 19 McMullen; 20 Murphy; 21 Benz; 22 Scott; 23 J. Collins; 24 N olfgang ;
adjust the wheels in your head so your soul, If you have one, will have as and 448 asked for authorization which
Jenklns.
good a chance to grow as your potatoes and bank account."
was refused by the chambers, or parliament, to the majority of them.
FREAKIEST PLAY OF SEASON I WRONG PLAYER IS BANISHED FIND PHYSICAL WEAK SPOTS Pitiful
Story Touched Kindly Heart of Judge
Variety of Time In Honolulu.
On Papalkou plantation the clock
With Three on Basee In St Louli Game Umpire Rlgler Should Have Fired Many Baseball Players Have Athletic
CITY. A red velvet hat with a brim that drooped ; a faded pink marks
of an hour ahead
Hearts and Flat Feet Others
Rouch, Caught Off First, Lands
Pitcher or Himself How JohnKANSAS
pinned by facile feminine fingers into the semblance of a gown ; a of standard time for the day. In fact,
Have Broken Toes.
ny Evers Got in Wrong.
Safely on Second.'
tace that an artist would seek anywhere except in a police court a face not there are three ways of fixing the hour
yet woman, but no longer child with of the day on the plantation solar
The physical examination for th
One of the freak plays of the season
Fans who attended a recent game
puzzled round blue eyes. A big kindly time, standard time and railway time,
happened In a game of the recent In Philadelphia wondered what Johnny army reveals the fact that a very larg
pntrolmnn not in uniform. A thin, writes A. P. Taylor, Honolulu correCardinals-Red- s
series in St. Louis. In Kvers had done to warrant dismissal number ef bnll players are affectec
nervous wrmmn 4ho dpfendnnt.
spondent.
The Hilo Sugar company
one Inning the Reds had three men on from the field. The true tale has been with athletic heart, which Is a bar t(
claimed
everj
"Tell us about It," said Judge Jo has put the time half an hour ahead.
is
that
It
enlistment.
caught
was
bases and Rousch, on first,
learned from Pat Moran.
twenty-fivIs troubled tr
seph F. Kelrnan, not at all in his At Pabala the Hawaiian Agricultural
off that bag. Instead of trying to get
Umpire Elgler and Pitcher Jacobs man over
company has advanced all the clocks
court manner.
back to first, Rousch ran for second, were of a different opinion on many that way. Then there are broken toe YOUR
Nearly all the other
The fringe on the red hat brim 40 minutes.
and Poulctte ran after hlra with the of the Pirates' pitches, and the latter without number among the averag
trembled a very little. The Hps that plantations on the island have gained
ball. As Rousch came In to second, were peeved. Evers came to bat in players on the average team. Then
were not too red quivered still less. from 15 minutes to one hour. They
Kopf, who held that base, lit out for the sixth with. the bases filled and two is also usually a broken leg or arm
may decide to adopt a uniform time.
That was all.
third, so Taulette took after him. out. Johnny tried to coax a pass and crooked elbows, torn or misplaced Ug
"You tell us, then," Judge KelrKopf landed on third, where Fred the count was two bails and one strike aments and various other ailments.
Progress.
In one respect alone players . wll
nan said to the patrolman.
Tony was anchored and refusing to when Jake offered a doubtful pitch.
"Are you interested In food control?"
"This girl," the patrolman said, "Is thirteen years old. Her parents are
ludge. Pnulette tagged Kopf and he Johnny Insisted It was a ball, but Rlg- stand the test and that Is eyesight
d
"I have gotten away past It. What
It is certain that hardly a player un divorced. She's been living with her mother," pointing to the nervous,
was out, wlille Rousch was snfe on sec- ler called It a strike.
will fall In this. If h
I'm Interested In now Is appetite conder thirty-on- e
woman, "at 22 West Seventh street. The mother has been teachond. How did they score the play?
"How about that pitch, Jake ; wasn't does he has succeeded In fooling hif ing
trol."
Rousch advanced to second on Kopf's
her petty thievery and shoplifting."
It a ball?" shouted the Quaker second manager, since the slightest impairA neighbor woman stepped forward.
out.
baseman after flying out on the next ment of the vision ruins him as a ball
What man Is so poor as he who has
"I've seen the mother beat her with a wash stick," she said. "And
one.
nothing but money T
player.
things."
other
CAUSE-MUCDELAY
BATTERS
"It certainly was," replied Jacobs,
It probably would not be suspected,
The court looked at the girl. The girl looked at her mother.
who was smarting over other deci- but many players will be rejected on
"Don't be afraid," the Judge said. "Are those things true?"
One Reason Given for .Unnecessary sions.
account of flat feet. For some reason
No one but the Judge was close enough to hear the answer, but a tremor
Time Consumed In Ball Games--No
"There you are now !" yelled Johnny probably half of the ball players lack iwept the hat fringe again.
Good Reason for It
In glee, as he looked at Rlgler.
normal insteps. Bunions also are par"When I took her from the house," the patrolman ventured, "she begged
"You're finished for today," was the ticularly common. Both the flat feel me to take her away anywhere."
The attention of umpires is called to answer from the umpire.
and bunions are caused by wearing
"Five hundred dollars," said the court to the mother. "And this," lookthe fact that a growing practice on
And then they wonder why a lot baseball shoes, which have alwayi ing at the girl, "is a case for the Juvenile court."
why
the part of batters is one reason
shown a tendency to "remake" th
of people want the umpire curbed.
The Judge looked at the wondering eyes under the red hat brim, and
;mhh
baseball games sometimes are longer
feet In a few years.
off his spectacles and polished them furiously.
took
iiriiúíKílltíÍHiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiníííli
than they need be.
The habit of batters stepping out of BALL DIDN'T TOUCH GROUND PLAYERS PRAISE EACH OTHER
Iron Safe Levied On by Attorney
the box for little or no cause is spreadBurglar-Proo- f
ing and there Is no good reason why Fielder Chases Up Ladder, Gets Pill
Jack Coombs Says George Burns Is
it should be allowed. What is meant
Out of Water Tank and Nails BatDavid F.' Williams, a carpenter here, now probably is
ORLEANS.
Hardest Batter to Fool Latter
NEW
is batters, in a moment of petulance
Iron snfe In one's home is not proof
ter at Plate.
a burglar-proo- f
even
that
Lauds Pitcher.
at real or fancied delibera teness on the
Three or four
Hgalnst lawyers, the courts and the civil sheriffs forces.
part of the pitcher, stepping out of thé
Tex Jones, who used to play with
ago the National Surety commonths
the
Coombs,
ago
Some
Jack
time
Jiox and thus wasting more time.
the White Sox and now Is out in the Brooklyn pitcher, was discussing his pany signed a sequestration bond for ITrlOiiCHT SURE
At the least sign of slowness or hes- Western league somewhere, says this
methods of pitching to ivilliams, It alleged, for $3,023.55. Wil- THIS SAFE
itancy by the pitcher, out of the box play actually happened In a game he work and his
He was asked liams failed to deliver the goods and WAS .SAFE
batters.
different
the
steps the batter, much as a peevish took part in. It's a real "tank town"
found
It hardest to !he bonding company had the amount
he
batter
what
hild might be expected to do. It's a story, at any rate.
question to ;o pay. The National then brought
to.
a
hard
pitch
'That's
vhildish thing to do, anyway.
The playing field was along a rail- answer," he replied.
"They're all rait and eecured a Judgment against
road track, and there wns a water tank hard and any batter in the league, no (Vllllams.
BOWLERS GO TO CINCINNATI without a roof on It Just back of the matter how carefully you figure hlra
How to satisfy the Judgment was
center fielder. The batter hit a high out, is liable to cut loose at any time l puzzle, however, as Williams had no
Event Will Be Held In February or fly. and it landed plunk into this open and upset all your calculations," property that the bonding company's
water tank. The batter thought he When asked to name the batter who ottorney, William Grant, could dis
March Secretary Langtry Is
had a home run, so he Jogged around gave him the most trouble, he named cover. Eventually, however, Mr. Grant
Very Optimistic. .
at his leisure, but the center fielder George Burns, the Giants' left fielder. learned that Williams had an iron safe in his house at 816 Second street
Cincinnati fias accepted the invita chased up the ladder at the side of the "George Burns Is a good batter," said Taking a chance shot, Mr. Grant had this safe seized. Williams refused to
expert
tion to hold the 1918 tournament of water tank, reached ln,ugot the ball Coombs, "and it's a hard matter to fool apen it until the deputy sheriffs threatened to send for a safe-loc- k
the American Bowling congress. The that had come to the surface of the him, because he rarely strikes at a ind have it opened.
Williams relented, opened the strong box, and in It were found $1,340 in
event will be held in February or water, and from his perch threw home, bad bnll. He's a pretty tough propo,
;ash
and $4,400 in mortgage notes made out In the name of Mrs. Catherine
March. A. L. Langtry of Milwaukee, getting the runner by a step.
later
time
sition for n pitcher." Some
The umpire studied the rules, held Burns was asked what pitcher he Sheehy. Williams declared thnt neither the money nor the bonds belonged
secretary of the congress, telegrnphed
'
members of the alley owners' associa- the play was fair because the ball found hardest to hit. He didn't hesi- to him.
ill!!!
Saturday Williams called at the sheriff's office, met Mr. Grant, and the
hadn't touched "ground" after being tate a moment.
tion that he is optimistic for a
"That's easy," h
Williams paid that amount in cash.
Main) was compromised for $2,500.
tourney despite the war.
hit, and allowed the putout.
said. "Jack Coombs."
mm
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POSTUM

has been
adopted as
the table
beverage
in many a
Home because of
lis pleasing
flavor and

healthful
nature
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Mills Mexican- Bean Day!
-

First Great Annual Celebration

Friday and Saturday,

AT 0

T

1

Ml

So

mail-carri-

Everybody come and help make this first annual Celebration
A Grand Success

MAIN FEATURES
Baked Beans, Barbecue, Big Auction Sale of

226 Lots In the Town Of MILLS

Cowboy's general roundup
entertainment. Roping, Racing
Riding, Bronco Busting and
other Frontier feats.
MEXICAN BEAN RACE
Spud race, Sack race etc
BIGLOT SALE AFTERNOON

The town of Mills

SECOND DAY
BABY SHOW AND

I

FARM EXHIBITS
RopingUd broncho busting.
Girl's Sack race.
Gents foot races and broad
jumping contests and other
amusements.
BIGLOTSALE AFTERNOON

is located on the El Paso and Southwestern

Railway

79 miles northeast of Tucumcari, 50 miles south of Dawson, the largest
coal mining camp in the west, and 31 miles south of French, the junction
of the E. P. & S. W. and Santa Fe Railways.

Every body bring dinner on first day and on second day bring baked
beans and join in the big FREE BARBECUE.
MASQUERADE BALL ON THE LAST NIGHT.
Beginning promptly at 8 o'clock.

nf Qíllp

A Bid's a Sal- e- No Reserve Bid- s- Every Lot Goes at the Price Offered
Third of Purchase Price, CASH, One Third in Six Months, " Balance November 1
1918, 6 percent interest on deferred payments. 6 percent discount on full purchase for Cash on amounts over $10.00
'
All amounts under $10.00 Cash.
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FIRST DAY

MOSQUERO

Mr.

Oklahoma

,

19&20

Oct,

Walter Goodhue left for
Thursday. Some of
his relatives are very ill. He
C
received a létter Wednesday tellDr. McKinny has been very ing him to come at once, so he
sick, but is improving some now. lost no time before going.
The farmers are very busy at
Mrs. McGlothlin, who has been
present
cutting their feedstuff
sick, is now able to be up.
and gathering beans. A slight
Roy McGlothlin his just return frost fell Tuesday night making
ed to he army after a brief fur- it necessary t: cut all feedstuff
lough, spent, with his mother.
immediately. It is almost a matter of impossibility to get hands
Emilio Trujillo has just re- to help with the work. So
many
turned from a trip to Kansas have been called to the army
City.
there seems to be no one left to
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. do the work.
F. M. Deitz has been very sick
but last reports say that he is Mr. Adam Troup left Wednesday for Texas.
He is taking
improving slightly.
A. B. Hail's car through for him
Mr. II. L. Cox, our rural
He did not know just how long
is now spending his va- he would stay, when he left, but
cation in ElPaso. Mr. Clinard his friends hope to see him home
is acting as substitute carrier a?ain soon.
during his absence.
W7fiEB
advise
The
Hoover
of
the
Miss Ruth Moore of The Mounto observe a "Wheatless
tain States Telephone Co. at
Day
week is silly on the
each
Tucumcari arrived Wednesday
it', when wheat is the
face
of
for a week's vacation with home
folks. She says she likes her cheapest pig feed to be had here
work fine. She is now chief owing to the arbitrary price set
on it while other commodities
operator.
are allowed to pbey the law of
Several of the voung men a- - supply and demand.
This is not the only place
round here have to leave for the
training camp this week, among where this condition exists. At
those who were called from here Oklahoma City the "Come-alongare observing "Wheat-les- s
are: Homer McKinny, Sid Reed,
Days" while within a hunTell Bradley and Claude-EaWe all regret very dred miles of there thousands of
Wilson.
much to see them go but are bushels of wheat is being fed
proud of them and feel sure they daily to hogs because it, is an
will honorably do their part in economic necessity.
Hoover may have been an
this terrible war which threatens
"Straw Boss" at a' coal
worse to our country than anymine once, but, as a dictator he
thing ever yet knewn.
is the worst calamity that has
Mrs. Ralph Hazen returned
blocked the path of patriotism in
from Raton Friday evening, she
the last century, and that fact
took their son Ray up there so
will have full demonstration bethat he might attend school. He
fore a year passes.
will stay with Mrs. Don Bradley.
Mrs. Hazen says she took in the
STRAY HORSE
fair while there and had a real
Bay Mare, Branded, VD connice time. They made the trip nectedleft shoulder, OV right
in their ''Ford" car and return- shoulder, weight OOOlbs.
Reward
ed by way of the apple orchard. H. C. MITCHELL, Roy. N.M.
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The S. S. Convention held here
Sunday was very well attended
and everyone present seemed to
enjoy the program and - - especially the dinner.

Mrs. Pete Gimson, drove down
from Cimarron, last week in her
Ford and visited at the parental
Whiteman home on the ranch
over Sunday. She has her childwho
Hames,
was ren in School in Cimarron.
Mrs. Minnie
seriously injured last week when
Mrs. Tom Turner, of Mills will
the horse she was riding ran into
in future. Tom is
read
the
a fence, is said to be improving,
sending
so
it
he
wont have to
but is still unable to leave her
write
letters.
bed. Her lower limbs were badThat was all a bluff, his comly lacerated by the wire.
s
ing down town with bean-vin- e
Grandpa Murphy happened to stains on his hands. We learned
a serious accident last week. He better.
was fixing fence for Mr. P. P.
Blake and a steer came up, and
Sour Stomach
Mr. Murphy thinking it was genEat slowly, masticate your fooe thor
tle, thought he would pet it. The oly, abstain from meat for a few days
steer was far from what his ap- and, in most cases the sour stomach
will disappear. If it does hot, take one
pearances claimed, and so knock- of
Chamberlain's Tablets immediately
ed Mr. Murphy down and bruis- after supper.
Red meats are most
But last likely to causa sour stomach and you
ed him up quite a bit
may find it best to cut them out.
reports say he is some better.
S--

w AN t ED!
cfaicKens,

Turkeys
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CRESS & PELPHEE

OWN- 4 JJL

Highest Market price
Paid in cash.
See me at the HOME RESTAURANT, ROY, N.M.

Col. F. O. WHITE,

Auctioneer.

nd

J. F. Arnett.

